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INTRODÜCTION AMD SUMMARY 

With the TORTOR III experiment at the POM Institute for Plasma Phvsics 

in Nieuwegein, a research proqramme is heinq carried out concerninq 

anomalous plasma heatinq. The qoals are to study the phvsics of a 

mildly turbulent Dlasma and to investigate the potentials of e-hanced 

ohmic dissipation as a means of heatinq a thermonuclear plasma. 

The plasma we study is Generated and confined in a so-called 

tokamak, a closed magnetic confinement device. The tokamak is widely 

used in thermonuclear research and is one of the most promisinq candi

dates for the fusion reactor. It is a toroidal system in which a 

current-carryinq plasma rinq is confined. The current heats the plasma 

by ohmic dissipation. In the typical tokamak plasma, temperatures up 

to IC K are achieved with only ohmic dissipation as a source of heat

inq. The potential of ohmic heatinq is limited, however, since the 

plasma resistivity decreases with increasinq temperature. In order to 

heat the plasma up to iqnition temperature (~ 108 K) additional 

heatinq is necessary. One method to achieve further heatinq is to 

induce anomalous plasma resistivity, which enhances the ohmic dissipa

tion. This approach is studied in the TORTTJR III exDeriment. 

In our experiments a short (10 us) hiqh-voltaqe pulse is 

applied to a stationary tokamak discharge. The obiect is to enhance 

the fluctuation level in the Dlasma and thus the resistivity. Indeed, 

a sharo rise of the plasma temperature is found, almost simultaneously 

with the pulse. However, the temperature falls back to its initial 

value after a few microseconds. Thouqh the heatinq may be consider

able (~ 50% of the basic temperature), th«» effect is too short-lived 

to be of interest as a heatinq method for a thermonuclear olasma. 

In 1982, however, in the TORTUR III experiment a new phenomenon 

was observed: a second rise of the temperature. This second heatinq 

effect is a slow one, extending over several milliseconds. The temper

ature reaches a maximum 2 ms after the application of the niqh-voltaqe 

pulse. This delay is puzzling since the enerqy-confinement time - the 

"memory" - of the plasma is but 1.7 ms. Moreover, durinq the heatinq 

phase the Poyntinq flux through the plasma surface is not increased. 

What could he the mechanism of this delayed heatinq and what reservoir 

within the plasma supplies the energy? 
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lany experiments ««ere dedicated to the solution of these 

Questions. Thev involved t;he measurement of various Plasma parameters, 

such as the temperature (both of the ions and of the electrons)» the 

density, the emission spectrum (microwaves, visible liqht, vacuum 

ultra-violet, soft X-rays and hard X-rays, a spectral ranqe from 

* = 1 cm, to * * 10~12 m) and the fluctuation soectrum. ïn this thesis 

an account is qiven of these experiments, emphasis is laid on the X-

rav measurements, the latter heinq the author's diaqnostic specialism. 

Eventually, the conclusion is reached that the application of 

the hiqh-voltaqe pulse results in a modulation of the current-density 

profile: the (normally already peaked) profile sharpens, the current 

concentrates in the centre of the plasma column. This is a non-equi

librium situation. It relaxes to the normal current distribution 

within ~ 2 milliseconds. As lonq as this relaxation process is not 

finished, the dissipation is on an enhanced level and anomalous plasma 

heatinq is observed. 

In fact, this is an expression of the qeneral principle that 

in the stationary situation the current distribution is Fuch that the 

dissipation is minimal (for qiven profiles of the temperature and 

density). Any oerturbation of the equilibrium distribution results in 

enhanced dissipation. In our experiment the current distribution is 

pinched, which has two advantaqes above flatteninq: 

i) durinq the relaxation the self-inductance of the plasma decreases, 

which feeds the plasma current; and 

ii) the additional dissipation is concentrated in the plasma centre. 

These aspects have been demonstrated in our experiments. 

The major drawback is that the attainable peakinq of the profile is 

limited by the macroscooical stability of the olasma. The method is 

open for improvement. 

Actually, the basic TORTt'R III discharqe is an experiment on 

plasma turbulence in itself, as it exhibits a stationary resistance 

anomaly of about a factor of three. The enhanced resistivity is 

attributed to the occurrence of a weak current-driven instability of 

the ion-cyclotron type. Our experiments confirm the qeneral findinq 

that this anomalous resistivity is fairly independent of the electron 

temperature (in contrast to classical resistivity). 

The structure of this thesis is as follows: 

Chapter 1 is an introduction to the TORTUR H I experiment. It contains 

a brief description of the machine and the diaqnostic equipment, and a 

listinq of some basic plasma oarameters. 
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In Chapter 2, the X-ray diaqnostic tools are described and the connec

tion between the velocity distribution of the electrons and the X-rav 

spectrum is qiven. 

Chapter 3 is a summary of various items from olasma theory, including 

plasma turbulence, runaway electrons and current-driven instabilities. 

It is meant as a basis for the interpretational work of the last 

Chapters. 

In Chapter 4, the ext>erimental results are presented. This Chaoter is 

split into two Darts: Part A, concerninq the basic TORTOR III dis

charge and Part «, concerninq the effects of the application of the 

high-voltaqe pulse. 

The discussion of the experimental results is found in Chapters 5 

and 6. 

In Chapter 5 the X-ray measurements are scrutinized. Pour soectral 

reqions are distinguished, ranging from hv = 1 keV to hv = 2 Mev. The 

specific information obtained from measurements in each reqion is 

evaluated and discussed. 

Chapter 6 offers a general interpretation of the measurements, both of 

the basic plasma and of the effects induced by the hiqh-voltage pulse. 

The modulation of the current-density profile is discussed in detail. 

Finally, in Appendix D a short account is given of the author's 

activity in the field of diagnostics development and the study of 

microchannelplate detectors. 
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C H A P T E R 1 

THE TORTUR III EXPERIMENT 

1.1 Introduction 

The heart of the TORTUR III experiment is a so-called tokamak. This is 

a maqnetic plasma confinement system, the outward appearance of which 

is determined by a toroidal vacuum vessel, and a set of poloidal coils 

that qenerates a toroidal maqnetic field in the vessel. The vacuum 

vessel is necessary because the plasma has to be formed out of low-

pressure, exceedingly pure hydroqen qas. The toroidal field consti

tutes the main component of the maqnetic field in which the Plasma is 

confined. In qeneral, it is kept constant durina the plasma confine

ment. 

A current is run throuqh the plasma by operatinq the plasma 

rinq as the secondary coil of a transformer. The current qives rise to 

heatinq throuqh ordinarv I R dissipation. Moreover, the ooloidal maa-

netic field qenerated by the plasma current adds to the steady toroi

dal field to yield a helical field confiquration. Tooether with an 

additional vertical field, this field confiquration ensures stable 

confinement under well-defined conditions. 

The present TORTUR III tokamak has evolved throuqh numerous 

modifications out of the TORTUR I device that started its operation in 

1974. The main theme of the scientific research oroqramir.e has ever 

since been the study of enhanced (anomalous) olasma resistivity in

duced by pulses on the plasma current [1,2,3,4], In order to produce 

these pulses the TORTUR III machine is equipped with hiqh-voltaqe 

capacitor banks, A variety of diagnostic tools have been used to eval

uate the complex processes brouqht about by the current pulses. 
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1.2 The machine 

An outline of the TORTUR III tokamak is presented in Fiq. 1.1, the 

equivalent electrical circuit is depicted in Fiq 1.2. Apart from the 

vacuum vessel (liner), the toroidal field coils and the transformer 

yoke, the followinq features may be noticed: 

- A cooper shell of 2 cm thickness encloses the liner. This shell sup

presses - by means of local induction currents - fluctuations of the 

plasma position with timescales shorter than the skin time of 2 cm 

copper {T = 2 ms). Both in poloidal and toroidal direction the shell 

has insulating qaps to avoid short-circuiting of the currents in

duced by the maqnetic field. 

- Vertical field coils are used for the control of the equilibrium 

position of the plasma column. They are attached closelv to the 

copper shell. The strength and confiquration of this control field 

can be adjusted, but the field cannot be varied during the shot. 

- In between the magnetic field coils, ports of the liner emerge 

through openings in the copper shell. They serve as diaqnostic 

ports. Also the stainless steel limiters that define the plasma 

boundary are inserted through them. The plasma radius can be chosen 

in the range 73 to 87 mm. 

- The primary coil of the transformer is wound around the central leg 

of the yoke. In this manner an inductive coupling persists until the 

yoke has reached saturation. The yoke allows a flux swinq of 0.25 Vs. 

- The four fast (low-inductance) capacitor banks (40 kV, 25 pF) are 

used for the generation of short (10 us) current pulses superimposed 

on the running plasma current. They can be fired at oreset times. 

The current is fed directly to the copper shell. Special care was 

taken to avoid stray fields at the connection. 

- The liner is made of inconel, rioid sections alternate with bellows. 

The thickness of the inconel of the bellows is 0.2 mm. Thus the skin 

time is reduced to ~ 1 MS, which is necessary to transmit the fast 

voltage pulses to the plasma. 

The formation of plasma is initiated by pre-ionization of the 

test gas (1 mtorr H2) by means of a 200 watt r.f. signal. The dis

charge is then started by the ionization bank (5 kV, 1 mF), which 

rapidly forms a hot plasma. After a few milliseconds an electrolytic 
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bank (450 V, 0.4 F) takes over the magnetization current, and main

tains a steady plasma current until saturation of the yoke puts an end 

to the discharqe. Por the plasma formation typically 100 mVs flux 

swinq is used, the quasi-steady state uses the remaininq 150 mVs. 

Fiqure 1.3 shows typical siqnals of the plasma current and the loop 

voltaqe. Fiqure 1.4 shows a current pulse delivered by th'e fast hank. 

TABLE 1.1 

Main machine Darameters of TORTfJR III 

Machine parameters: 

Ro 
.̂  0.460 m major radius Ro 
.̂  0.460 m 

copper shield radius *s 2 0.105 m 
limiter radius a S 0.080 m 
maqnetic field «O * 2.9 T 
plasma volume Vol 3 0.06 m3 
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Fig. 1.3. Voltage and current as a function of time for a typical discharge. 
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Fig. 1.4. Extra current pulse delivered by the fast bank. 
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1.3 Plasma diagnostics 

In order to qet detailed information about the physical processes 

which take place in the plasma, a variety of diaqnostic tools have 

been used (see also Pig. 1.5): 

Voltage and current: 

- Direct measurement of the loop voltaqe by a loop-voltaqe 

divider. 

- Measurement of the plasma current by means of Roqovski coils. 

- Determination of the plasma position with a sins-cosine coil set 

(four coils, diametrically positioned around the plasma). 

Line-integrated density 

- A 2.14-mm wave interferometer bridqe is used for the determina

tion of the line-inteqrated plasma densitv. 

Density fluctuations [s]: 

- Densitv fluctuations in the outer plasma region are measured by 

means of the WP scattered sianal from a 4-mm beam launched into 

the plasma; also passive emission near 2 mm is measured. 

Electron Cyclotron Emission [6]: 

- An ECB six-channel polychromator (A • 0.8 to 1.5 mm) is used for 

the measurement of time-resolved radial temperature profiles. 

Thomson scattering [7]: 

- A pulsed ruby laser beam {10 ns, 500 MW, X = 694.3 nm) is sent 

through the plasma and is partially scattered by the free 

electrons. From the intensity and linewidth of the scattered 

light the electron density and temperature can be determined at 

one position and one instant of time. The beam can be positioned 

either on r = 5 mm or r = 60 mm. 

Visible light emission: 

- An optical multichannel analyser is used for the identification 

of imDurity lines. 

- Two monochromators are used to monitor the Ha-emission of 

neutral hydrogen and the emission of the 0 1 1 425.4 nm line. 

Vacuum Hltra Violet radiation: 

- A 1-m grazing incidence spectrometer performs measurements in 

the VUV region. These measurements qive information on the 

concentration and ionization states of impurity ions. The 

spectrometer covers the region A » 8 to 1215 A. 
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Fig. 1.5. Schematic plan of the diagnostic equipment of TORTUR III, 
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Soft X-ray emission (< 30 keV): 

- A four-channel soft X-ray detector is used to record the evolu

tion of the soft X-ray flux. By means of the foil method the 

electron temperature can be monitored [lr8]« 

- A liquid nitroqen-cooled Si(Li) detector is used to construct 

soft X-ray spectra by means of pulse-heiqht analysis on a many-

shot base. 

Hard X-ray emission (> 30 keV): 

- A biq Nal(Tl) scintillation crystal in combination with a photo-

multiplier tube was used to obtain spectra in the hard X-ray 

region. 

- A small Nal(Tl) scintillator plus photomultiplier was used to 

monitor the evolution of the hard X-ray flux. 

Neutral particle flux [4,9,10]: 

- The energy distribution of neutral particles which emerge from 

the plasma is measured with an eiqht-channel electrostatic 

analyser with a stripping cell at the entrance. A neutral beam 

iniector offers the possibility to let the maioritv of the 

neutral flux oriqinate at the plasma core. In this, way the 

central ion temperature is evaluated. 

Power loss: 

- A bolometer measures the power loss to the wall as a function of 

time. 

1.4 The TORTUR III plasma 

Anticipating the detailed discussion of the properties of the TORTUR 

III plasma, we shall present in this section a reference list of basic 

plasma parameters. The computed values are for a typical discharge as 

defined by the parameters given in Table 1.2. This type of discharqe 

serves as a standard. When a series of measurements has been performed 

on a substantially different discharqe, this will be mentioned explic

itly. The values of the parameters vary during the discharqe; those 

qiven apply for the quasi-stationary state of the discharge. Tables 

1.3 and 1.4 list the standard TORTUR III values of selected olasma 

parameters. We dwell for a moment on the meanina of these. 
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TABLE 1.2 

Basic plasma parameters of standard discharges 

plasma current 
*» 

35 kA 

loop voltaqe VL 4-5 V 

electron temperature Te 
i700 eV at r = 5 nm 
'250 eV at r = 60 inn 

ion temperature Ti 400 eV at r = 5 nm 

electron density ne 
,6*1019 nr3 at r = 5 nn 
l3«1019 m~3 at r = 60 im 

effective ion charge Zeff 
1.5 - 2 

energy density 

kinetic pressure 

w 
I 3 kfn T <« T i - |1.«K10J Jm-3 at r = 5 nm 

D O mjn 

magnetic pressure PB B2/2wo = 3.3x10
6 Jm"3 

kinetic to magnetic 
pressure ratio 

B P^/Pg = 0.5% at r = 5 mm 

TABLE T.3 

Derived auantities 

{see p. 10-11) 

TABLE 1.4 

Quantities depending on the current-density profile, 
computed for the assumption of classical resistivity 

TORTOR III values 

quantity symbol expression r » 5 rrm r * 60 mm 

current density 1 5.3 1.0 TO/m2 

drift velocity VD 1/ne'
e 5.5*W5 2x105 m/s 

safety factor q 
1®, 

1.8 3.5 



TABLE I .3 

Derived quantities 

quantity 
Expression Reduced form 

symbol (S.I.) <TB,1 in PV) 
Value 
r"5 mm 

TORTUR III 
r-60 mm 

electron-cyclotron frequency 
ce 

eB 
m 

1.8*10 u B 5.2<1Q> rad / » 

ion-cyclotron frequency 
CX 

ZeB 
m. 
l 

9.6*107 T B 
A 

2.8*I0Ö rad/s 

electron plasma frequency 
pe 

vy 
m t: ] e o' 

5.6*/ïT 
e 

4.3*I0 1 ! 3.lx|Q n rad/s 

ion plasma frequency 

electron gyroradius 

Pi 

ce 

(a.Z2e2) i 

. m. t. v l o 

v-v, J I» tn,e ce 

1.3*Z / -i 
A 

3.AxlO-° 
e 

I.Ox I O 1 0 

3.1X10"5 1.9>* »0 - s 

rad/s 

m 

o 
i 

ion gyroradius 
ci 

v„, ,/w . 
th.i ex 

/vr? 
I.0^10 -:t m 

Debye shielding distance 
o e * 

11 n e ? ) 
7.4* I03 / — 2.5x|0~5 2.l*IO"5 

m 

electron thermal velocity v 
t h . e 

(2kT /m ) 
e e 

5 . 9 * i o s . / T ~ 
e 

l . 6 * I U 9.3x)O f i 
m / • 

ion thermal v e l o c i t y 
t h . i 

(2kT. /m,) 
i x 

/x. 
1.4XI011 / - ± 

A 
2 . 8 x | 0 5 m/s 



ion-acoustic velocity <kïe/m.>' 

Alfvén velocity B(y n.m,)" 
o i l 

electron-ion momentum 
equipartition time c,ei 

energy equipartition times: 

electron-ion T 
eq.ei 

electron-electron 
eq,ee 

ion-ion 
eq.n 

classical resistivity 
n e2T 
e c.ei 

runaway f i e l d 

'T 
9,8*10* / ~ 

A 
2 . 6 * I<>' , 5 *10 J m/s 

2 . 2 * 1 0 ' 
'n.A 

i 
8.2* 10l' m/s 

6 . 9 * I 0 1 1 

3/ 
T ' 2 

Z?n.£nA 
i 

7 * l 0 _ b J* 10 - b 

A T ^ 2 

3 . 2 x | o l " S 5 . 2 * 1 0 - * 
Z 2 n 2nA e 

2 . 9 * I 0 1 ! e . . 4 ,7*10-° 2 .5MO- 6 

n ZnA 
e 

A T 3 / Z 

I , 2 * I 0 1 3 — 
ZVJlnA 

5 . 0 X I 0 " 5 

i 

, v 2 

I . I^ IO- ' ' 

5.0*I0"« Sim 

2 . 6 * I 0 - ' 7 ^ - 2nA 
e 

40 47 V/m 
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The total pressure in the plasma is the sun of the kinetic 

pressure of the particles and the magnetic pressure B /2u0. The val

ue of the kinetic pressure over the magnetic pressure is a Measure of 

the efficiency of the magnetic confinement. The TORTUR III value • _ „ 
IRaX 

= 0.5% is usual for small tokamaks. 

The plasma frequency «pe is a basic frequency of collective 

oscillations of plasma particles: if a qroup of electrons were sliqht-

lv displaced with respect to the ions, they would return to their 

equilibrium position in an oscillatory motion with a frequency «pe« 

For the ions a similar phenomenon occurs at «pi- This kind of oscil

lation is always present in a plasma. Note that in our case the cyclo

tron frequency of the electrons, <*Ce» is of the same order as <*pe> 

This means that for plasma oscillations the electrons are tied to the 

maonetic field lines. The parameter «•ce/upe plavs an important role in 

the theory on plasma turbulence. Por the ions, however, »cj «
 wpi-

The maqnetic field has but little influence on their motion. In fact, 

the electrons glue the ions to the maqnetic field. 

The Debye lenqth, which is the effective ranqe of the Coulomb 

interaction in this environment where free charges tend to shield it, 

is of the order of the electron qyroradius rce. Within a sphere of 

radius *D, however, of the order of 10 electrons are contained. 

Some attention is paid to the important parameter *c,eir which 

is usually called the electron-ion collision time, althouqh it really 

is the momentum equipartition time. We remark that T
C fei

 i s propor

tional to v3. For a maxwellian velocity distribution this means that 
3 /2 the resistivity decreases with incre*;sinq temperature like T~ . This e 

implies that there is a limit to the ohmic heatinq effect of the 

plasma current. The time Tc,ei
 i s defined as the time it takes an 

electron, on average, to qet scattered over 90° , which it does after 

manv small-anqle deflections. 

The expressions for the enerqy equipartition times are valid 

for maxwell ian distributions only. If enerqy is stor«?d in superthermal 

particles, the equipartition may take considerably more time. 

Since the collision time increases with v3, one should not be 

surprised that there is a critical velocity above which an electron is 

accelerated freely by the loop voltaqe. Such electrons are called run

aways. The runaway field, «>r rather E/E^ , is a measure of the rate of 

runaway production. 
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Apart fro* their thermal notion, the electrons have a mean 

directed velocity (vQ) that corresponds to the local plasma current. 

Where this velocity approaches certain thresholds, such as the velocity 

of sound v5 or the thermal electron velocity, anomalous resistivity 

can be generated due to so-called current-driven instabilities. 

The drift velocity is proportional to the local current density 

j(r). In contrast with the total current Ip the i-profile is not 

easily measured. We can only calculate i(r) adoptinq some model for 

the resistivity. Therefore the values aiven in Table 1.4 are only an 

indication. They are computed for a j-profile as would result from 

classical resistivity, and should not be reaarded as definitive 

figures. 

The current density also determines the pitch of the helical 

magnetic field. The normalized pitch, q, is called the safety factor 

because of its importance for the development of danqerous instabil

ities. In general, instabilities may develop on surfaces where q is 

rational. The simpler the rationality, the faster the instabilities 

grow. 
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C H A P T E R 2 

X-RAY DIAGNOSTICS 

2.1 On the origin of X-rays 

An X-ray quantum nay be generated by one of three distinct processes: 

Bremsstrahlung, recombination, and line radiation. The foraer two aive 

rise to a continuous spectrum, the latter to discrete lines. He shall 

briefly discuss these sources of X-rays. 

Bremsstrahlunq 

The scattering of electrons at local fluctuations of the elec

tric field is accompanied bv the emission of EM quanta of the electron 

kinetic energy or less. The source of the field fluctuations may be 

hydroqen ions or impurity ions, but also some collective oscillation 

of plasma particles. The X-rav spectrum reflects directly the velocity 

distribution of the electrons (see Section 2.2). Charged oarticles 

that hit solid structures such as the limiter or the liner also pro

duce bremsstrahlunq (thick-tarqet radiation). The spectrum of this 

radiation also reflects the electron velocity distribution. Runaway 

electronsf which are confined effectively due to the low collision-

ality, may reach the limiter with an energy they have acquired milli

seconds earlier. Hence, a rise of the hard X-ray intensity is not 

necessarily synchronic with the generation of fast electrons. A qood 

example is the burst of hard X-rays at the end of a tokamak discharqe. 

Electron-electron interaction does not produce bremsstrahlunq 

unless relativistic effects play a role. This often is the case, but 

the contribution to the bremsstrahlunq flux is small. 

Recombination 

Althouqh a hot hydrogen plasma usually is assumed to be com

pletely ionized, an equilibrium actually exists between ionization and 
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recombination. If an electron is trapped bv an ion, a photon is emit

ted of the electron kinetic enerqy plus the ionization energy of the 

ion. In a pure hydrogen plasma, recombination contributes but modestly 

to the soft X-ray flux. However, the probability of recombination is a 

stronq function of the ion charge and the ionization potential. In a 

plasma with Te * 500 eVr contaminated with few per cents of oxygen, 

recombination completely outshines bremsstrahlung. 

A second form of recombination is dielectronic recombination. 

In this process the capture of the electron provokes an inner shell 

excitation of the ion. The continuum part of the spectrum is usuallv 

not much affected, but the intensity of the relevant lines may be 

enhanced siqnificantlv [2J. 

Line radiation 

Inner shell transitions of not fully stripped ions qive rise to 

emission lines in the soft X-rav region. They convev information on 

species and ionization states of impurities, but they may act as a 

disturbance of the continuous spectrum. Line radiation is qenerated 

mostly in the cold outer regions of the plasma, where light impurities 

are not fully stripped. Lines of heavy impurities are also found in 

the hot core. 

Distinct as the physical oriqins of X-ray quanta may be, in 

the flux that leaves the plasma all photons are mixed together. The 

implications for the interpretation of spectra are discussed in 

Section 2.2. 

2.2 The basic expressions 

We shall oresent in this section expressions for the X-rav soectru«n 

which are used in the analysis of the experimental results. The 

expressions qiven are approximate, the approximations made are usual 

for the kind of analysis we will perform [6,7,10], The more accurate 

expressions can be found in literature, e.g., in [11,12] and refer

ences therein. 

We consider an electron with kinetic energy ee movinq throuah 

an ion cloud of density nj. Then, according to Kramer's rule, the 

power spectrum of the emitted radiation is flat up to photon energy 

e * ce and has the value [5]: 
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29 Z 2 " i 1 
I (€) = 3 . 7 6 * 1 0 " ^ - s _ 1 (e in J ) , ( 2 . 1 ) 

e 

= 9 . 4 0 * 1 < r 2 0 s ~ l (e in eV) . ( 2 . 2 ) 

rr 
e 

Ie(e)de is the energy radiated per second, in 4* steradians, in t' 

photon energy interval (£,e + de) by an electron of kinetic enerv,, 

ce moving through an ion cloud of density n^. This expression 

loses its validity when ee approaches relativistic values [5]. 

For many electrons, with g(ee)dee the number of electrons 

with kinetic energy between ee and ee + dee contained in one cubic 

metre of plasma, the bremsstrahlunq spectrum reads: 
« q( e ) 

1(e) = 9.40*10-2022n. ƒ — de , (2.3) 
x e /é™ e 

where I(e)de is the enerqv radiated in the spectral interval (e,e+de)r 
in 4w steradians, in one second, by one cubic metre plasma of ion 

density nj and ion charge 7,^. 

Note that g(e) appears linearly in the integrand: if g(e) is written 

as a sum of distribution functions, the resulting spectrum is the sum 

of the corresponding spectra. This holds if spectra are mixed by 

line-of-sight integration, but also if, for instance, two auasi-

temperatures coexist. 

The distribution function can be reconstructed by differentia

ting the spectrum with respect to e: 

II (e) = - 9.40X10"20 Zzn. Z^- . (2.4) 
de i a 

Prom this expression, we see that the slope of the bremsstrah-

lung spectrum should be negative: if a spectrum exhibits a local 

positive slope, this must be due to a source other than 

bremsstrahlung, e.g., instrumental response function, line radiation 

or recombination steog, Expression (2.4) is not adeauate for an 

accurate determination of g(e) from the X-ray spectrum: detailed 

accounts on this subiect are given in Refs. [5,8], 
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Por the maxwellian distribution 

q(E) 
ir n fë -e/T /4 e e 

= » 7 e 
* m 3/2 

(2.5) 

the bremsstrahlunq spectrum takes the form: 

n.n 
1(e) = 9.40xl0-20 Z2 -i-S e 

'e 

•e/T 

f2.6) 

A olot of loq(I) versus e shows a straiqht line, the slope of which 

equals -1/Te (Pig. 2.1). 

Tf ohotons are counted, the relevant spectrum is: 

P- (e) = H U 
de ' ' e 

(2.7) 

The recombination spectrum has the same enerqy dependence as 

the bremsstrahlunq soectrum. Therefore the soectral intensity of the 

total continuum radiation (bremsstrahlunq + recombination) is fre

quently written in the form: 

-e/Tn 
(2.8) 1(e) = 9.40X10-20 n2  

x C(Te) . 

UT e) is called the enhancement factor, as it denotes the enhance

ment over pure hydrogen plasma bremsstrahlung. For a pure hydrogen 

plasma % takes the form: 

« V ="•£- i i j * 
e 

XH X H / T P „ 2 XH 1 X H / V T * 

2 J e
H e+ J i i - e H e 

T T % 
e v«2 e v 

} 

* 1 + 
27 .2 

T e v=1 v3 I ±-1+g. ( 2 . 9 ) 

with n ,n„+ : density of electrons and protons, respectively, 

7, : charqe of hvdroqen ion = 1, 

X„ : ionization potential of hydrogen = 13.6 eV. 
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In an impure plasma, where the densities of the different ion 

species are denoted by n-\ (i: label of the species) and the ion 

charges by Z-j, with ne = £n-j
xZ-j, the generalized form reads: 

S(T ) = M | Z ^ f.} , (2.10) 
1 ne 

f. = z l 
n3 e v=i L

e (n+\>) 

(2.11) 

with n : the principal guantum number of the lowest shell with unoccu

pied places, 
r, : the number of free places in that shell, 

X-: the ionization energy of the recombined state. 

Por T > x^ the f • have approximately a T~ deoendence, which means 

that the recombination subsides with increasing temperature. The 

higher the temperature, however, the higher the ionization states of 

the impurity ions, which results in a rather wild behaviour of S as a 

function of Te (Fig. 2.2). 

We see that the recombination flux spoils the simple dependence 

of T(e) on the effective ion charge Zeff, which is defined by: 

z*ff 'he\ V I • 

If we want to calculate 2eff from the X-ray intensity, we must have 

additional information about the dominant impurities. 

A more accurate expression for 1(E) of a maxwellian plasma 

takes into account the Gaunt factors for free-free and free-bound 

transitions [3]: 

n 

3 "e 
€(Tei - \-± U f fZ

2
 + q^} . 

In (2.10) all Gaunt factors are taken unity, which is usuallv a good 

approximation within 20% except for hydrogen for which gff • O.S 

[6], Since in our case the contribution of recombination is always 

dominant, the use of (2.10) introduces but a small error. 
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The angular distribution of the radiation qenerated by a moving 

electron is peaked in the forward direction for electrons of all 

energies above 10 keV. For electrons below 100 keV kinetic energy, the 

peaking is, however, relatively broad [4], This effect should be 

brought into account when the spectrum of a non-isotropic electron 

velocity distribution, in particular the runaway tail, is calculated. 

2.3 Classification of spectral regions 

In order to qive a survey of the distinct spectral reqions that will 

have our attention, a typical x-ray spectrum taken from TORTtm III is 

shown in Piq. 2.3. 

We distinguish the following spectral regions: 

0 - 1 keV; Radiation in this reqion is filtered out in our exDeri-

ments. All lines of light impurities (carbon and oxygen) fall in this 

range. Iron has lines at 950-1150 eV in this region. 

1 - 2 keV; In the TORTUR III case the radiation detected in this in

terval shows an apparent temperature T = 150 eV. This flux dominates 

the low energy part of the spectrum. 

2 - 4 keV: Here, the spectrum shows a neat thermal continuum, corre

sponding to Te = 670 eV. Radiation from the hot plasma centre domi

nates this region. Also line radiation of heavy impurities is ob

served. 

For photon energies exceeding 5 keV a distinct tail is observ

ed. This tail stretches to energies up to mega-electronvolts and crrows 

during the discharge. Up to about 30 keV the X-rays are called soft, 

more enerqetic photons are called hard. 

The soft and the hard X-rays have been measured by two detec

tion systems each, one for soectral resolution, and one for temporal 

resolution. The instruments are described in the next section. 
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2.4. Instrumentation 

The four-channel soft X-ray analyser: PLATO f 14] 

A schematic drawing of the instrument is shown in Pig. 2.4. The 

main components are a vacuum chamber in which four soft* X-ray detec

tors are placed, and a collimation system that defines the field of 

view of each detector. The four detectors look essentially at the same 

plasma volume. Four foil exchanqe wheels qive the possibility to place 

one of four foils between each detector and the plasma. We used bervl-

lium foils ranqinq in thickness from 30 to 200 micron. 

PLATO is used to perform absolute intensity measurements with a 

time resolution of 100 us. The exchangeable foils enable us to monitor 

the electron temperature with the same time resolution by means of the 

foil method [17,11], The principles of this method are as follows: a 

soft X-ray detector yields the inteqral over the photon enerqv e of 

the X-ray spectrum, weighed by the product of the detection efficiency 

and the transmission of any absorber between plasma and detector. The 

spectrum of both bremsstrahlung and recombination has the form (2.8): 

ne - £ / Te 
1(e) - -5- e e , 

with e the photon enerqy. Because the relative yield R of two detec

tors with different absorber foils is, to good approximation, a func

tion of T e only, evaluation of the flux in two detection channels 

suffices in principle to obtain the electron temperature. The electron 

density ne is a common factor and does not appear in R. Due to the 

line-of-siqht integration the radial Te-profile should be taken into 

account when interpreting R. However, usually the X-rav emissivity is 

peaked in the hottest part of the plasma, hence R is determined mainly 

bv the maximum value of Te found on the line of siqht. 

In PLATO we use four detectors simultaneously: two surface-

barrier diodes (SBD) and two fHqF2-coateci channeltrons (CEM). Hence, we 

obtain three types of the relative yield R: SBD-SBD, CEM-CEM, and the 

hybrid SBD-CEM. Of these, the hybrid ratio offers the bt«st temperature 

resolution. This is caused by the contrasting detection efficiencies 

of the two types of detectors. Actually, it is in PLATO that the 

hybrid method is successfully applied for the first time [15,16]. 
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The Si(Li) detector 

An Ortec model 7416-06215 liquid-nitroqen cooled lithium-drift

ed silicon detector system (see Fiq. 2.S) is used for spectral measu

rements in the energy range 1-30 keV. The actual detector is 3.0 mm 

thick, which means it becomes transparent for photons exceedinq 50 keV 

(1% absorption]. In the spectral range 1-30 keV, each detected quantum 

produces a charge pulse proportional to its enerqy (one ee~-pair is 

formed per " 3.5 eV). The pulse is amplified directly by a low noise 

pre-amp of which the input FF.T is LN-cooled. The pre-amplified pulse 

is shaped and amplified in an Ortec amplifier/pile-up rejector. Pulses 

of 2-5 MS width in the order of 1-1000 mV are produced. Pulse-heiqht 

analysis is carried out by means of two Tracor Northern pulse-heiqht 

analysers: TM 1710 and TM 7200 which can be qated at different sample 

intervals durinq the discharqe. Count rates up to 3» 101* counts/second 

are used. 

The enerqy resolution of the system is 280 eV (FWHM) at 5.9 

keV. As the count rate is limited (to avoid pile-un) and the spectrum 

falls off with increasinq photon energy, the soft part of the spectrum 

tends to drown the tail. For measurements in the superthermal reqion, 

3-30 keV, the softer quanta are filtered out to bring out the tail. 

An evacuated tube with exchanqeable diaphragms at both ends is 

used to define the field of view and to requlate the intensity. The 

pressure in the tube is requlated too, so that the air in the tube 

forms a tuneable absorption filter. 

For the enerqy calibration two radioactive sources are used: 

Fe5<5 : 5.9 keV line, and 

Cs 1 3 7 : 32.2 keV line. 

The hard X-ray monitor 

A Nal(Tl) scintillator-photomultiplier system is used to 

monitor the hard X-rav flux with qood time resolution. The sensitivity 

lays in the ranqe: 50 keV-0.5 MeV. The output siqnal is stored in a 

ADC, with a time resolution of 50 ys second durinq 50 ms, and a triq-

qered time-window of 1 MS resolution (100 samples). The system is 

placed at about 60 cm distance from the torus. Mo shielding or colli-

mation is applied. 
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The Nal(Tl) scintillator 

A NaI{Tl) crystal scintillator attached to a photomultiplier 

tu*v» is used for hard X-rav spectral measurements. Pulse-heiqht anal

ysis is carried out with the TN 7200 and the TN 1710 pulse-heiqht 

analysers, pulse-shapinq and amplification with an Or tec model 450 

research amplifier. The system responds linearly within 15 in the 

enerqy ranqe 30 keV to 1.4 MeV. 

Apart from the photo-effect, a photon that enters the crystal 

may decay into a softer photon and a Compton electron. The Compton 

electron qives rise to a liqht flash which is detected bv the photo-

multiplier. The photon may escape from the crystal. In that case the 

detected energy is lower than that of the incident photon. As a result 

the spectrum of a sinqle line shows, apart from a main peak, a contin

uous intensity at lower energies. The bigger the crystal, the more 

chance a secondary photon has to be captured in the cristal, and the 

more intensity is found in the main peak. The crystal we used has the 

dimensions: to - 6.25 cm, lenath = 6.25 cm. The measured spectra were 

corrected for the Compton effect (see Fiq. 2.6). Correction is not 

possible for the Compton effect due to photons of enerqv exceedinq the 

detection ranqe. Hence, the correction cannot be performed accurately 

for spectra that have a flat tail which extends too far over the 

border of the detection range. 

For calibration we used a Cs 1 3 7 (662 keV, 32.2 keV) and a 

Co 6 0 (1.17, 1.33 HeV) radioactive source. 

The whole system is placed in a lead castle of 5 cm wall thick

ness to reduce penetration of hard stray photons. A Q = 2mm lead col

limator is placed in front of the crystal. For X-ray enerqies of 1 Mev 

or more, however, the lead shielding becomes transparent. 

In most discharges we could not measure after about t = 10 ms, 

due to too high intensity. 
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C H A P T E R 3 

THEORETICAL NOTIONS CONNECTED WITH THE TURBULENT HEATING EXPERIMENTS 

3.1 Introduction 

In the interpretation of experiments on turbulent plasma heating many 

fields of plasma theory come together. We do not only want to know 

what laws govern the anomalous resistivity, but we must concern our

selves with the power balance as a whole, e.g. with anomalous heat 

conduction and particle transport. Furthermore, the short current 

Dulse that is applied in the TORTHR III experiment is such that we 

must consider the olasma stability against ideal «WD and resistive 

tearinq modes durinq the pulse. 

In this chapter we will briefly quote some eaoita of the vast 

body of 'literature existing on these fields. This selection is bv no 

means meant as a review. Its purpose is merely to orovide some basic 

material on topics that will recur in Chapters 5 and *. 

3.2 Plasma turbulence 

Plasma turbulence is found in many experiments, under widely different 

conditions. A systematic survey of the turbulent states that can occur 

is given in Table 3.1 [ij. The TORTUR III experiments are found low in 

the central columns. The important parameter for the behaviour of the 

plasma is found to be the normalized electric field E/Ec, where E c 

is the runaway field (see Section 3.3). Indeed for many experiments, 

the anomaly of the resistivity is found to scale with E/Ec (see 

Fig. 3.1 [2]). The turbulent state is guite generally found to occur 

for E/Rc i 0.003 ocj./c (broken line in Pia. 3.1), which is eguivalent 

to the condition: 

y 5 V V S * Ycr * T ' 
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E/E ^ 0 . 0 2 

classical regime 
classical collision theory 
collision-dominated 

"true runaways" 

0.02 E/E, 

weak turbulence 

accelerative regime 

E/Er 1000 

'bulk' turbulence 
minority tall effects 

quasi-linear theories 

beam-plasma interaction by anomalous 
Doppler effect and Cerenkov resonance 

E/E,, 1000 

strong turbulence 
non-linear theories 

_ce 

P« 

ce 

P« 

T 

1 

T. ~ 

> 3 
cl 

(Spitzer resistivity) 

0 / 0 
c l VE Y * 1 

T-P interaction: 
Cerenkov resonance 

plasma modes: IA, LM 

LVacl " V E Y ~ 1 

T-P interaction: Cerenkov 
plasma modes: IC, DW, MS 

0/0cl ~ V E y ~c i 

T-P interaction: A.D. res. 
plasma modes: IA, DW, MS 

a/o , ~ E /E 
cl u y > i 

T-P interaction: A,D. res 
plasma modes: 1C, DW, MS 

T0RTUR III plateau 

<V<i 
cl VE r 

bulk: IA turbulence 
T-P interaction: Cerenkov 
plasma modes: IA, LM 

o/aci - ED/E r 

bulk: IC turbulence 
T-P interaction: Cerenkov 
plasma modes: IC, DW, MS 

°/acl ~ V E Y > 1 

bulk; IA turbulence 
T-P interaction: A.D. res. 
plasma modes: IA, DW, MS 

a/a 
cl VE Y > 1 

bulk: IC turbulence 
T-P interaction: A.D. res. 
plasma modes: IC, DW, MS 

T0RTUR III heatinc pulse 

two-stream instability 

ion-acoustic instability 

stop runaway production 

TABLE 3.1: A systematic survey of turbulent plasma states 

Abbreviations T-P interaction 
A.D. resonance 
IA 
IC 

tail-plasma interaction DW 
Anomalous Doppler resonance MS 

Ion-acoustic waves LM 

Ion-cyclotron waves 

Drift waves 
Magnetic sound waves 
Langmuir oscillations. 
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This condition implies that the drift velocity should exceed a certain 

threshold related to vc in order to brina the olasma in a turbulent 

state. Such turbulence is called current-driven. The critical value of 

Y, Ycr depends on such parameters as Te/T^ and <uce/otDe, and on the 

particular type of turbulence that is excited [3-9]. 

Provided the current is more or less stable (more precise: 

i/l « u m where \> ,, is the effective collision frequency) the er t eff 
plasma aqain satisfies Ohm's law, with an enhanced resistivity n a n. 

The anomalous resistivity itself, although triqgered by v , is 

no strong function of the drift velocity. 

These findinqs are explained qualitatively by the marginal 

stability concept [6,7,10]. We sketch a simplified picture here. Let 

us assume that at some instant, the local drift velocity rises and 

exceeds a critical value: the local current drives some collective 

oscillation unstable, whereupon the resistivity rises sharply; then 

the current is cut down, the instability quenches and the process 

starts aqain. After a transition period, the olasma tends to an eaui-

librium for which the drift velocity iust takes on its critical value. 

The latter depends on slowly varyinq plasma conditions, which tune the 

equilibrium in the course of many rise-quench periods. The qrowth and 

quenchinq of the instability then, is a repeatinq phenomenon which 

acts as an effective collision frequency. The processes inducing the 

current-driven instabilities are microscopic, but they lead to a 

macroscopic (averaged over the plasma) anomalous resistivity. 

The macroscopic description of the marqinally stable state savs [?]: 

- T) (= m v ,_/n e2) is no strong function of the local drift veloc-
etr e er E e 

ity, nor of the electron temperature. 

Much theoretical work has been done to calculate the effective 

resistivity from the microscopic behaviour, i.e. the qrowth and damp

ing of the collective oscillations. As many types of oscillations may 

couple with each other and transport processes play a role, this ap

proach is difficult to do analytically. The best way to attack the 

problem has turned out to be numerical simulation [6,7,11,12]. 

In this thesis we will not be concerned much with the micro

scopical processes, but will instead cry to come to an understanding 

of the plasma in terms of macroscooical parameters, such as the cur

rent density profile and the profiles of temperature and density. In 

this chaptsr we will give some basic material on topics that will 

recur in Chapters 5 and 6, in which the experimental results are 

discussed. 
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3.3 Runaway electrons* [13,14] 

An electron in a tokatnak plasma is subject to the electrical force 

FE = eE , 

exerted by the loop voltage, which tends to accelerate the electron 

along the magnetic field lines. This force is counteracted by the 

Coulomb interactions, which cause a transfer of momentum from the 

electron to ions and other electrons. The effect of these collisions 

can conveniently be written in the form of a draq force: 

F„ = m w(v) . D e * 

Here, v is the electron speed and v(v) is the collision frequency, 

which has v dependence: 

e"*n tnA n 
v(v) = • = 1.60*106 — £nA , 

2ne>iv3 v3 

o e 

where JtnA is the Coulomb logarithm: ftnA = 32.2 + ^*n(T|/Z2ne) (• 15 in 

a tokamak). 

The critical speed vc is defined as the speed at which the 

drag balances the electrical force F_: 

v2 = (e3ne*nA)/(2ne£meE) = 9 .14*10 - 6 ^ *nA . 

For JlnA = 15: v = 3 .7*1P7 nzi. 
C 1 0 1 9 R 

Clearly, e lectrons with ve loc i t i e s v > v c wil l be gradually accele
rated by the e l e c t r i c f ield and eventually reach a free fa l l s t a t e . 

* In t h i s sect ion we use the de f in i t i ons given by Knoepfel and Spong [13J in t he i r 
review paper on runaway electrons. 
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These electrons have virtually no interaction with other plasma 

particles and are called runaways. Interaction with collective plasma 

modes is possible, however, and in that way a runaway population may 

affect the state of the thermal plasma. This suhiect is discussed in 

Section 3.4. 

Another quantity used frequently in the analysis of runaway as

sociated phenomena is the critical field (Ec), e.q. the field which 

will let a thermal electron (v = v.. = (2kT /m )̂ } run away: 

E = 9.14*1(T6 AnA n /v* = 2.60x70-17 =^ *nA (T in eV) c e tn T e 

With the substitution AnA = 15 we find the rule of thumb: 

E - 4 - S - 1 

C 1019 V k e V > 
K iü V/m 
c 

The electron velocity distribution function is nearly isotropic 

for velocities v « v c, but in the vicinity of v c it is stronqly 

deformed. The runaway tail is essentially one-dimensional. The 

deformation has its bearinq on the soft X-ray spectrum, where, rouqhlv 

speakinq, a tail beqins to qrow at the enerqy e c correspondinq to 

the critical velocity: 

17 ne 
E = 2.6xio-17 ^ inA 
c R 

<e in eV) 
c 

10 19 R 
(e in keV) 

The rate of runaway production (X) has been the subiect of 

numerous investiqations, both analytical and numerical. We shall use 

the expression [13]: 

X . K<Z e f £,n ev(v t h) (f 
a 

•) exp 

E 
c 

4R 
- / 

Zeff + 1 ) Ec 

with a = 3( Z e f f + 1)/16 and K(Z e f f) - 0.4 for Zeff = 1 - 3 . 
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For TORTUR III, with E/E^ - 0.03 and ^ff 

total number of runaways at t = 10 ms 

** 2, we estimate for the 

N R A £ 4x10 12 

Runaways are born predominantly in the reqion of the plasma 

where Bc/E has its smallest value, which is generally in the plasma 

centre. As long as they are confined and not scattered by interaction 

with collective plasma oscillations, they qain speed until the veloci

ty of light is approached. The free fall is described by: 

p = eE • P(t) = p(o) + e ƒ E(f)df . 
0 

In Fig. 3.2 v, p and e of a free-falling electron under the influence 

of a constant field are depicted. 

E 
o 

£ 
a. 

> 
o 
Z 

u 

A 

2.5 

2.0 -

1.5 

1.0-

0.5 -

0.0 

-*• Et (10 Vs/m) 

Fjq, 3.2. Momentum (p), velocity (v) and energy (c) of a free-
falling electron in a field F. as a function of Et. 
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A runaway population carries current, rouahly approximated by 

N 
TRA ~ NRA 2̂ R - 2 ^ 5 M 0 A m ' 

where N_. is the absolute number of runaways and R is the maior radius 

of the torus. Por TORTUP III the estimated runaway current I £ 40 A, 

which is a neqligible fraction of the plasma current. 

A condition for the confinement of a runaway is that the 

Lorentz force exerted on the electron by the poloidal maqnetic field 

can balance the centrifugal force: 

e va BG * Y mo vï / R ' 

with y = (1 - v2/c2)"^. 

From this condition it follows that a runaway is lost if its velocity 

exceeds a critical value qiven by: 

u e 
T ' 2im e a lp ' o 

For TORTUR III this implies that electrons with up to 10 MeV lonqitu-

dinal enerqy may be confined. 

Because of their low collisionality, runaways may be confined 

much longer than the confinement time of thermal electrons. Runaways 

that do get scattered in pitch anqle may qet trapped in local mirrors 

(field ripple) and produce stronqly enhanced cyclotron radiation. 

Trapped runaways do not carry current, but still a considerable amount 

of energy can be stored in them. 

3.4 Interaction of runaways with collective plasma oscillations 

[13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21 ] 

The runaway electrons may be immune to Coulomb scatterinq, they still 

can interact with collective plasma modes such as ion-cvclotron waves, 

ion-acoustic waves, Lanqmuir oscillations or drift waves. The reason 

why the interaction exists in spite of the hiqh electron velocity is 

twofold. First, the collective modes bunch ions together and thus 
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produce quasi-particles of much larger effective charge than a sinqle 

ion. Second and most important, for oblique waves the phase velocity 

in the direction of the electron velocity can be indefinitely hiqh, so 

as to allow resonant interaction between wave and electron. The 

Doppler-shifted resonance condition has the qeneral form: 

k«v = u, + nu n = 0, ± 1, ± 2,...., 
k ce ' 

where z is the direction of the electron velocity (see Fiq. 3.3). 

—— z-direction 

Fiq. 3.3. Interaction of a wave with an electron. 

For n=0 the phase velocity in the z-direction equals the elec

tron speed; the interaction is sailed Cerenkov resonance. In this res

onance there is an exchange of energy between the electron and the 

wave. This leads to nonlinear qrowth of the wave if df(v)/dv > (1, e.q. 

on the positive slopes of the electron velocity distribution function. 

Resonance on a neqative slope leads to Landau dampinq of the wave. 

For n=1,2,..., the resonant interaction is called the anomalous 

Doppler effect. Here the transverse field of the wave force is in 

resonance with the cyclotron rotation of the electron. The result is 

that lonqitudinal enerqy of the electron is converted into transversal 

energy, with, for w « ucet only little exchange with the wave: the 

electron is scattered elastically in pitch angle. The resonance condi

tion allows interaction of the precipitatinq electrons with low-

frequency waves. This pitch-angle scattering can lead to electrons 

trapped in local mirrors, to enhanced cyclotron emission and to dis-

sipative trapped electron instabilities. 

For n=-1,-2,..., the resonance is called the normal Dopoler 

effect. It occurs only for waves with w^ > o>ce, e.g. hiqh frequen

cy electromagnetic waves. This mode can convert transverse energy of 

the electron into longitudinal enerqy. 
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These types of resonance can lead to instabilities of f(v), 

which are qenerally of a cyclic nature: a tail qrows gradually until 

an unstable distribution is formed and nonlinear qeneration of plasma 

oscillations restores f(v). Such instabilities are usually accompanied 

by voltaqe spikes, current steps, strongly enhanced cyclotron radia

tion and X-ray bursts [13,14]. 

One type of tail instability, described by Parail and Poqutse, 

is a result of an interplay between the Cerenkov resonance and the 

anomalous Doppler effect. They showed that a developinq runaway tail 

qoes unstable with respect to the anomalous Doppler effect if the 

highest velocity in the tail (vD) exceeds some critical value, which 

for Lanqmuir oscillations is [20,21 ]: 

3/ 2 v. > 3(w /(»> ) ' v (v critical runaway velocity) . b ce pe c c 

A bump in f(v) is formed which drives the n=0 resonance unstable. The 

combined action of the two instabilities then rapidly cuts off the 

runaway tail. 

So far we have been vaque about the actual type of collective 

mode that is excited. The reason is that any kind of wave that can 

exist in the specific plasma and satisfies the resonance condition can 

be the vehicle of an instability. Moreover, one type of plasma wave 

couples with various others, which makes the actual process of a con-

plicated nature. 

Papadopoulos [14] proposed a rnodel in which density fluctuations 

produce an enhanced resistivity which results, by increasinq the loop 

voltaqe, in a runaway tail. The latter, in turn, excites hiqh frequen

cy waves that decay and produce density fluctuations. In this way a 

steady-state anomalous resistivity could be created. We note that in 

this scheme the runaway tail generates the turbulence that Produces 

anomalous resistivity. Contrastinqly, in the case of current-driven 

turbulence the qeneration of collective oscillations is due to the 

drift velocity of the thermal bulk. 
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3.5 Current-driven instabilities 

A special class of instabilities that induces anomalous resistivity 

are those driven by the current itself. The main types of 

current-driven instabilities are the Buneman instability {two-stream 

instability), the ion-acoustic instability and the ion-cvclotron 

instability. 

The Buneman instability arises when the drift velocity v_ = 

= i/nee exceeds the electron thermal velocity: 

Buneman v„ > v.. ^ , D tn,e 

i.e., when the velocity distributions of the ions and the electrons 

are separated in velocity space. The instability develops within 

10 u~ and cuts down the current, thereby heating predominantly the 

electrons. Thus v^h e *s increased and the Buneman mode is stabil

ized. The threshold condition implies that very high current densities 

are required for the Buneman instability. In TORTHR III, for instance, 

the streaminq parameter vn/v.. ^ £ 0.03. 
D tn,e 

The ion-acoustic instability can grow at lower values of v_, 

when v_. exceeds the ion-sound velocity v_ , but it depends critically 

on the ratio Te/T^: 

Ion acoustic v_ > v_ , ^»^\ 2 3 [ 16,22] . 

For T. * T , v„ is too close to the thermal-ion velocity, which causes 

heavy ion Landau damping. In a plasma with T^ • Te, the condition 

on the drift velocity becomes v„, > v.. . in which case we have enter-
D tn,e 

ed the domain of the Buneman instability. The actual critical drift 

velocity is a function of Te/Ti (see Fig. 3.4). 

The ion-cyclotron instability is not Landau-damped and there

fore can occur in a plasma even when Te/Tj • 1. The condition on 

the drift velocity reads: 

Ion cyclotron v. > u . = 15(T,/T )3/^2 /m /m. vfc. , n e; i e e l th,e 

.3/2 - 20(T./Te)
3/Z

 Vj, [3,16] . 
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Fiq. 3.4. The c r i t i ca l dr i f t velocity for current-driven modes in a hydrogen 
plasma, as a function of T e / I j . 
(Adapted from J.M. Kindel and C,F. Kennel [}].") 
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As is seen in Fig. 3.4, in the TORTUR III discharge the ion-

cyclotron instability should be the one most easily triqqered [3], The 

mean drift velocity is subcritical even for this mode. If we take 

q > 2 in the centre, we find v £ 10 m/s, whereas u • 1.8*10 m/s 

(with Tj/Te » 0.5). However, according to the marginal stability 

concept, a current-driven mode can be triqgered due to local and tem

poral variations or v even if the mean drift velocity is below 

the critical value. 

Summarizing, we must state that theory is not very clear about 

the type of turbulence that should be present in the TORTOR III 

olasma. Possibly, modes other than current-driven day an important 

role. We mention gradient-driven modes {drift waves) or trapped 

electron instabilities. The effects of such instabilities on the 

plasma resistivity are difficult to evaluate. 

3.6 Stability against resistive tearing modes 

In the turbulent heating experiment in TORTUR III, a current spike of 

30 kA is induced on top of the running current. The duration of the 

current pulse is 20 us. At first, the current does not spread over the 

entire cross-section of the column but runs in a skin of 2.5 cm width 

(the skin time is reduced by turbulence-induced resistivity in the 

skin [6,7]). This skin current misshapes the hollow q-profile. 

In the normal TORTUR III discharge the g-profile has a form as 

sketched in Fig. 3.5a. We do not know its shape exactly, because we 

lack information on the actual current density profile. The skin 

current results in a double-valued q-profile, of a form depicted in 

Fig. 3.5b. As was shown by Kolfschoten [25] this hollow current densi

ty profile can be a MHD equilibrium situation. Such a q-profile is un

stable aqainst the growth of resistive tearinq modes, which tend to 

connect the neiqhbourinq rational q-surfaces. Thereby, maqnetic is

lands are formed in the olasma boundary. These modes can grow within 

5 us [6,7,23,24]. These modes and Dossibly other mechanisms are as

sumed responsible for the rapid soread of the current skin over the 

plasma cross-section that was measured by Kalfsbeek [6,7] in a fore

runner of TORTUR III (see Fig. 3.6). This process is referred to as 

'skin implosion*. The poloidal field due to the extra current exerts a 

maqnetic pressure that is but a small fraction of the pressure of the 

toroidal field. Hence, the toroidal field cannot be pinched and the 

skin implosion has to oroduce breakage of maqnetic field lines. 
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C H A P T E R 4 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the results of recent experiments on the turbulent 

heatinq of the TORTUR III plasma are presented. A limited amount of 

analysis is offered, and only straightforward conclusions are drawn. 

More involved arquments and an attempt to synthesize a consistent 

physical picture are left for Chapters 5 and 6. 

The experiments all follow basically the same plan. First, a 

mildly turbulent plasma is created which is quasi-stationary durinq 

more than 20 ms. We call this plasma the basic plasma. Then, a current 

spike is induced on top of the plateau current. A study is made of the 

heatinq effect of a power iniection of this tvoe. 

Actually, the formation of the basic, mildly turbulent plasma 

is an experiment on plasma turbulence in itself. The plasma is rapidlv 

formed by the steeply risinq (30 kA/ms) predischarqe current. After 

this initial hiqhly turbulent phase the plasma can be kept alive in 

one of two distinct quasi-stationary regimes. One we call the classi

cal tokamak reqime, the other is called mildly turbulent. The tokamak 

reqime is characterized by a loop voltage of 2 V at a plasma current 

of 20 kA, a central electron temperature of 500 eV and quite narrow 

temperature and density profiles: PWHM(Te) = 7 cm. This state is 

reached if we let the plasma current decay after the predischarqe 

current maximum of 45 kA to lp < 25 kA before we start the supply of 

current with the second capacitor bank. This reqime is not the subiect 

of the present study, but it will be referred to occasionally. 

The mildly turbulent state is reached if we clamp the current 

directly after the predischarqe, at a level of 30 to 40 kA. In this 

reqime the central electron temperature is tvoically 800 eV and the 

ion temperature 400 eV. The loop voltaqe is anomalously hiqh: 5 V, 

which means E/Ec • 0.03. Both the temperature and the density pro

files are broader in this case: FWHM(Te) = 10 cm. 
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Basic plasma parameters as a function 
of time, for a tyoical basic discharqe: 
a. loop voltaqe: b, plasma current: 
c. horizontal shift: d. temperature; 
e. density: f. radiative loss: 
q,h. line radiation; 
i. hard X-ray intensity. 
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On the Thomson-scattering siqnal deviations from the qaussian are 

observed that are indicative cf bunches of electrons movinq at v = 

6xio6 m/s. Thus our basic plasma raises many questions such as why are 

the profiles so broad and what mechanism Droduces the enhanced resis

tivity? Results of experiments dedicated to the solution of such 

questions are found in Dart A of this chapter. 

The superposition of the current pulse on the plateau current 

is really auite another experiment. In this case K/Ec • 5, and we 

may expect strong deformations of the electron velocity distribution. 

After an initial 50 ys of turmoil in which the centre is heated anfi 

cooled aqain, the plasma seems to resume its basic condition. Then we 

see a transient effect, the rise and decline of which take 5 ms. The 

most striking features are the retarded heating of the ions and elec

trons, the temporal absence of the hard and the very soft X-ray flux, 

and the marked increase of the low frequency density fluctuations in 

the plasma edge. Measurements of the effects of the heating pulse are 

presented in part B of this chapter. 

As is seen in Chapter 3, collective oscillations that are 

present in the mildly turbulent plasma can interact with the elec

trons, both thermal and runaway. Some information about the oscilla

tions is obtained from the Thomson-scatterinq siqnal and from density 

fluctuation measurements in the edqe Dlasma. Information about the 

electron velocity distribution function is obtained from Thomson 

scatterinq, ECR and X-ray measurements. As to X-ravs, our special 

attention has been directed to the development of the runawav tail, 

the population of the superthermal reqion, the lull in the X-ray emis

sion directly after the current pulse, and to the evolution of the 

X-ray soectrum in the 4 ms following the pulse. 

4.A.1. Basic discharge, general results [1,2,3] 

In Piq. 4.A.1, measurements of the basic plasma parameters I , V, , 
p loop T~' Ti' n*> an<1 t n e horizontal displacement are shown, toqether with a e l e 

set of monitor signals: radiative power losses and hard X-rays. He 

notice that the electrons are heated rapidly within the first three 

milliseconds of the discharge. The ions are not yet heated in this 

phase. Both the line intensities and the total radiative Dower loss 
prad exhibit an inital peak where the plasma burns throuqh the 

radiation barrier. The density is hiqh almost from the very beqinning 

of th,» discharge. 
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The loop voltage and the plasma current are stationary from 5 

to 25 ms, in which the total power input P is 150 to 175 kW. Of this 

power 50 to 70 kW is lost due to radiation, most of which is line 

radiation and recombination radiation. The remaininq 100 kW is lost to 

the limiters by heat and particle transport. A rough calculation 

yields for the heat diffusion coefficient D = 1.0 to 1.5 m /s, 

which is a perfectly normal tokamak value. In the plateau about 

WD = 3/2 (n T + n.T.) x e x plasma volume = 300 J (T . in eV) 
H S e l l 6f1 

is present in the thermal motion of the particles. The magnetic field 

energy is 2.5x10 J. For the energy confinement time T = W /P, we 

find t£ = 1.5 - 2 ms as a mean value. 

We compare this value to the outcome of some scaling laws: 

TFTR [4]: T^ = 7X10 - 2 2 aR2n q(a) = 2.0 ms , 

TFR: T £ = 4.9*10~
21 a2Rn /qTaJ 

= 1.1 ms , 

and we find that our experimental value is nothinq exceptional. 

The hard X-ray monitor shows a spiky activity in the first 

milliseconds, followed by a period of rest. Then, a runaway tail 

develops gradually, until an intense burst marks the end of the dis

charge. Typically « 1 mrem per shot were detected in the direct vicin

ity of the limiter. 

Figure 4.A.2 shows the development of the radial Te-orofile, 

as measured by ECE spectrometry [5]. The typical profile is bell-

shaped like a qaussian, but the central part is peaked more sharply, 

whereas the flanks are relatively flat. The plasma has a hot core with 

a radius of 3 to 4 cm, surrounded bv a broad (4 to 5 cm) laver of 100 

to 300 eV. 

In Fig. 4.A.3a, a Thomson-scattering spectrum is shown. The 

deviations from the qaussian, shown in detail in Fiq. 4.A.3b are 

systematical. Their position coLresponds to a velocity, perpendicular 

to the magnetic field lines, of ± 6*106 ms"1. 
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4.A.2 Basic discharge, thermal X-ray emission 

A detailed soft X-ray spectrum was obtained with the Si(Li) detector 

{see Fiq. 4.A.4). The spectrum was taken in the interval 2-10 ms, i.e. 

after the initial hard X-ray hurst and before the runaway tail has 

developed so far that it spoils the spectrum. Tt is a compilation of 

50 shots. The count rate was taken 10 to 20 kHz. The spectrum has been 

corrected for the attenuation in absorbers that were placed between 

detector and plasma: 65.5 micron beryllium, 1.9 cm air, 2 micron 

Makrofol, and on the detector: 0.1 micron silicon (dead layer) and 100 

A qold. The transmittance of the detector (3.0 mm Si) which results in 

a decreasing detection efficiency towards hiqher enerqies was also 

brought into account. The energy scale was calibrated at 5.9 kev and 

32.2 keV. The resolution of the detector is 280 eV at 5.9 keV. 

In this spectrum the flux in the enerqy reqion 1-2 keV is 

dominant. The slope of this part of the spectrum corresponds to 

Te = 150 eV. For enerqies lower than 1 keV the attenuation in the 

foils is too big for a sensible reconstruction of the spectrum. 

In the ranqe 2-4 keV the spectrum is typical of thermal emis

sion of a plasma with Te = 670 eV, which corresponds to the central 

electron temperature. This flux is recoqnized unambiquouslv as the 

continuum emission of the hot plasma core. On top of this continuum a 

distinct hump is found. Fiqure 4.A.5 shows this hump on a linear 

scale, where the thermal continuum has been subtracted from the 

siqnal. Tn Table 4.A.I the relevant lines of compounds of stainless 

steel 305 (the limiter material) are listed. 

TABLE 4.1 

Lines of compounds of stainless steel 
in the enerqy ranqe 2-3 keV [6,7] 

p K-lines 2.0 - 2.3 keV 

s K-lines 2.3 - 2.6 keV 
CI K-lines 2.6 - 3.0 keV 
Nb L-lines 2.3 - 2.6 keV 

Small amounts of sulphur and phosphorus are found in stainless steel 

305: maximally 0.030% anf* 0.045%, respectively. Chlorine is often 

found in tokamaks as a result of the chemical cleaninq of the vacuum 

chamber. Traces of niobium (or molybdenum in other types) are added to 
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the stainless steel to improve the brazinq quality. The enerqy of the 

lines depends on the deqree of ionization of the impuritv. Correspon

dingly in Table 4.1 enerqy ranges rather than specific lines are 

listed. We cannot distinquish sharply particular lines, but in chlo

rine and niobium we have qood candidates to account for the observed 

line radiation. From the observed line intensity we estimate nci < 

10- 4 n e [d]. 

For enerqies exceedina 4 keV, the spectrum shows a tail due to 

a non-thermal electron population. 

Results obtained with the four-channel analvser PLATO are pre

sented in Fiq. 4.A.6. The siqnals of two channeltrons (ch 1 and ch 2) 

and two surface-barrier diodes (ch 3 and ch 4) of three plasma shots 

are shown. In these shots the plasma conditions were unaltered but the 

foil settinq differed: 

- In shot A (first column), the vacuum valve between torus and detec

tor was closed, so that only hard X-rays could penetrate PLATO. 

The siqnals show hard X-ray activity in the final staqe of the dis

charge. This burst shows little reproducibility, hence subtracting a 

zero shot will not clean the soft X-ray siqnals from this effect. 

This means that, in the absence of a more sophisticated correction, 

the soft X-ray siqnals are interpretable only where they exceed the 

hard X-ray contribution by far. 

Furthermore, some dl/dt oick-uo is present on the SRD-siqnals. This 

occurs in the period that the soft X-rav flux is still low accordinq 

to the undisturbed channeltron signals. 

- In shot B a pair of equal foils were placed before both channel

trons, and another matched pair before the surface-barrier diodes. 

Thus mutual calibration of the detectors of one type was performed. 

The sensitivity of the surface-barrier diodes differed about 10%, 

for the channeltrons the difference was about 60%. The followinq 

foils were used: 

ch 1 CEM 47 p Be H n Makrofol FT = 1* at e = 1.12 keV 

ch 2 CEM 48 M Be + 8 \t Makrofol FT = 1% at e = 1.12 keV 

ch 3 SBD 31 |i Be + 8 p Makrofol F T = 1 % a t e » l , 0 5 keV 

ch 4 SBD 31 u Be + 8 u Makrofol FT = 1% at e = 1.0 5 keV. 

(FT = foil transmission, for the surface-barrier diodes also the 

dead layer and the qold contact layer act as absorbers). 

- In shot Cr the foil setting was such that the foil method could be 

applied to infer Te: 
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ch 1 CEH 47 u Be + 8 w Sakrofol FT = 1% at e = 1.12 keV 

ch 2 CEM 94 u Be + 8 u Wakrofol FT = 1% at e = 1.32 keV 

ch 3 SBD 82 u Be M n Makrofol FT = 11 at e = 1.28 keV 

ch 4 SBD 31 u Be + 8 v Makrofol. FT = 1% at e = 1.05 kev\ 

The siqnals in column B and C underwent some corrections that 

are briefly mentioned here: the channeltron output was corrected for 

the nonlinearity in the response due to saturation at count rates 

hiqher than 500 kHz (output 0.5 V). A saturation model was used to 

calculate the time- and intensity-dependent correction (see App, A). 

The SBD-siqnals were corrected for base line drift due to an AC-

couolinq with a time constant of 200 ms. 

A note on absolute intensities: in the determination of Te bv 

means of the foil method, the absolute intensity olays no role. It 

does qiver however, information on Zeff. We can compute the siqnals 

we mav expect, adoptinq laser-scatterinq values for the electron tem

perature and density profiles, and assuminq, for instance, an oxvqen 

contamination of 1% (Zeff •* 1.5) throuqhout the plasma. We then find 

the following values: 

CEM-output calculated 50 to 300 kHz measured value-1 MHz; 

SBD-output calculated 5 mV measured value 30 mV. 

The uncertainty in the calculated CRM-output stems from uncertainty in 

the calibration of CEM's: the quantum efficiency was found to have 

deteriorated by a factor 10 durinq the experimental period. 

We see that the fluxes are stronqly enhanced over the flux of a 

normal, moderately polluted 700 eV tokamak plasma. This fact is in 

accordance with the Si(Li) measurements, where the main soft X-rav 

intensity was found to come from a cool part of the plasma and not 

from the hot core. This e < 2 keV flux is stronqly enhanced bv some 

mechanism. A discussion of this enhancement is presented in Sect. 5.2. 

We can deduce an apparent Te-value from the measurements by means of 

the foil method. The result is shown in Fiq. 4.A.7. In Fiq. 4.A.8 the 

product of the spectral intensity and the foil transmission is depict

ed for typical foils used and the spectrum as measured with the Si(Li) 

detector, evidently it is the e < 2 keV flux that mainly determines 

the intensities and, therefore, the inferred temperatures. We are not 

surprised then, to find temperature values in the ranqe 200 to 300 eV, 

namely somewhere between 150 eV and tha core temperature. Note that 

the three independent measurements of Te are in fair aqreement with 

each other. 
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Fig. 4.A.7. The electron temperature TB as a function of time as measured with 
the foil method. The three curves are independent measurements with 
different detector combinations: -•-• = CEM/CEM: = SBD/SBD: 

= CEM/SBD (hybrid). 

3.0 

'photon CkeV) 

Fig. 4.A.8. The output of a surface-barrier diode is proportional to 
ƒ FT'DE>I(e)de, where FT is the foil transmission and 0E is the de
tection efficiency. The figure shows the integrand for the typical 
spectrum (see Fiq. 4.A.4) and foils used in the experiment. 
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We summarize the most important features of the soft X-ray 

measurements in the basic discharqe: 

- the dominant flux is emitted in the reqion e < 2 keV, 

- this flux is apparently a continuum radiation from a Te = 150 eV 

plasma, 

- this flux beqins to qrow at 2 ms, then rises raDidly until 5 ms, 

when the qrowth suddenly subsides and the intensity more or less 

stabilizes, 

- in the energy range 2 to 4 keV continuum radiation of the hot plasma 

core is dominant, 

- line emission is found at 2.3 to 2.7 keV, probably due to niobium 

(L-lines) and chlorine (K-lines). 

4.A.3 Basic discharge, non-thermal X-rav emission 

Measurements in the enerqy ranae 2-30 keV were obtained with the 

Si(Li) detector. In order to get reasonable count rates in the enerqy 

reqion of interest, the intense low enerqy radiation was filtered out 

with Al- and Re-foils, with a cut-off at e = 3 keV. The spectrum shown 

in Piq. 4.A.9 is collected in 12 shots. The pulse-heiqht analyser was 

gated in the intervals 4-8 ms and 6-10 ms, in six shots each. In the 

fiqure the thermal continuum is indicated by a line. Due to the ooor 

statistics this spectrum has little detail. Its purpose is merely to 

show how the non-thermal part of the spectrum fits to the thermal 

part. The little plateau near e = 6 keV occurs systematically. This 

feature is discussed in Section 5.4. 

Fiqure 4.A.10 shows two hard X-ray spectra taken with the Nal 

detector, in the intervals 2-4.5 and 4.5-7 ms. They are corrected for 

the distortion due to the compton effect in the crystal. The dip at 40 

keV is an artefact due to a diaphragm used: a stainless steel plate of 

1 mm thickness, containinq an aperture. As 1 mm of stainless steel has 

a cut-off at 40 keV, the field of view of the detector is much larqer 

for photons of hiqher energy than for the softer ones. This effect 

causes the observed dip. In the fiqure the function Tr(e) - 1+A*TM 

(with TM = transmission 1 mm Fe) is shown, for A = 5. The constant A 

denotes the ratio of the area of the steel plate seen by the detector 

to the area of the aperture. A is not well-known, hence we cannot 

perform an accurate correction. 

The qeneral conclusion is that a runaway tail grows with time 

and reaches energies exceedinq 750 keV. 
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More detailed information on the development of the tail is 

shown in Figs. 4.A.l1a,b„ In this experiment the siqnal from the NaT 

detector was stored in a 32 kbyte ADC, with a time resolution of 

0.25 us. In this way» the individual pulses could be plotted for an 

interval of 8 ms oer shot. The enerqy ranqe was divided into sections 

of about 100 keV, and the Dulses in each section were counted. Thus, 

from 9 shots, a crude spectrum was obtained with a time resolution of 

0.5 ms. Here, spectral resolution has been sacrificed in the favour of 

time resolution. In Piq. 4.A.11b also the enerqy of a free fallinq 

electron is plotted as a function of time. 

4.B.I Heating pulse, general results 

Measurements of a number of plasma parameters are showr. in Piqs. 

4.B.1a,b,c, on three different timescales. The first set, Fiq. 4.B.1a, 

qives an impression of the heating pulse and its effects on a lonq 

timescale, so that a direct comparison with the basic discharge is 

possible. 

More detailed information is conveyed by the set 4.B.1b» We see 

that the intensity S(k) of the low frequency (0 to 200 kHz) density 

fluctuations rises within 0.7 ms to a stronqly enhanced value, where

after it falls back to the initial value in 2 to 4 ms. We must re'iark 

that the rise miqht actually be faster than is shown in the figure; in 

the 0*5 ms followinq the pulse, measurements were hampered by a hiqh 

noise level [$]. The central electron temperature, as measured by 

Thomson scatterinq and RCE rises steadily and reaches its maximum 

after 2 ms. The subsequent decay is characterized by a time constant 

T - 1.7 ms, which is the enerqy confinement time, clearly. The central 

ion temperature shows roughly the same behaviour. 

The electron temperature at r = 60 mm shows a distinct dip, re

flective of a sharpening of the peaked Te-profile. This dip develops 

within 50 ys after the heating pulse. On the same timescale, stronq 

variations of ne are observed (Thomson-scattering data), but the 

density recovers its normal value in about 0.5 ms. 

On a us timescale (Fiq. 4.B.Tc), a very fast heatinq effect is 

found in the plasma centre. It is accompanied by a density increase. 

Simultaneously cooling and rarefaction are observed at r = 60 mm. 
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Sometimes Thomson-scatterinq spectra indicate a Te • 3 keV popula

tion at r = 60 mm. Also ECB shows the existence of an e = 5 to 10 keV 

population in the first 100 us after the pulse (100 us = FCR time 

resolution). These are all observations of fast transient effects: at 

t = 50 us Te and ne have resumed their normal values. 

The hard X-ray monitor records an intense burst 20 to 50 us 

after the oulse. Even faster an increase of the line radiation inten

sity of the low ionization states of impurities develops. 

The functional dependence of S(k), Te and Tj on the heiqht 

of the current oulse is shown in Fiq. 4.B.2. we observe that these 

quantities all scale linearly with (Alp) . It has been established 

experimentally that Ai scales linearly with the aoplied voltaqe AV and 

that (Ai)2 "* ƒ IVdt. Hence, ( AI ) 2 is a measure of the enerqv 
pulse D 

input durinq the pulse. Furthermore, we notice that the electron heat

ing breaks down for current pulses Alp > 35 kA. This break-down is 

measured both with Thomson scatterinq and ECE. ECB records a violent 

oscillation of the Te-profile (f » 10 kHz, Ar * 5 cm), and at times 

the Te-profile is completely flat [5]. Strikinqly, the ion heatinq 

remains effective for pulses up to 50 kA. 
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4.B.2 Heating pulse, X-ray measurements 

As is shown in Fig. 4.B.1c, the hard X-ray monitor records an intense 

hard X-ray burst 2D to 50 us after the application of the heatinq 

pulse. In the period thereafter, however, the hard X-ray intensity is 

very low. In Fig. 4.B.3, spectra taken with the Nal scintillator are 

shown, recorded in the period before the pulse 4-7 ms, and directly 

after the pulse 7-9. In this experiment the heatinq pulse was triqqer-

ed at 7.0 ms. It is observed that after the pulse the tail is trun

cated effectively. The explanation is that, due to the pulse, the 

population of fast electrons escapes to the wall, thereby qeneratinq 

the hard X-rav burst recorded with the monitor. The subie^t will be 

treated in more detail in Chapter 5. 

The soft X-rav flux all but vanishes after the pulse. This 

phenomenon was recorded with several types of detectors: the channel-

trons (Fiq. 4.B.4a), the surface-barrier diodes (Fiq. 4.R.4b), and the 

Si(Li) detector. Only the e £ 2 keV flux, dominant before the pulse, 

that shows this dip. The thermal continuum from the hot core remains 

intact, as will be shown next. 

A series of measurements was dedicated to the studv of the evo

lution of the soft X-ray spectrum in the milliseconds after the pulse. 

This series differed from the Drecedinq ones in that qaspuffinq was 

applied. Gas was puffed by the end of the discharqe to suppress exces

sive hard X-ray radiation at the termination of the discharqe. An ad

ditional qaspuff was applied durinq the discharge, 1 ms before the 

heatinq pulse. The qaspuffs turned out to have some influence on the 

discharqe: the basic central electron temperature was lowered to 550 

eV, the loop voltace was lowered to 3.5 v and the heatinq of the 

electrons by the heating pulse was much more effective: ATe = 290 eV 

when Alp = 26 kA with qaspuff, whereas ATe = 150 eV for the same 

current pulse without qaspoff. A characterization of the qaspuffe^ 

discharqe is qiven in Fiq. 4.B.5. 

For the X-ray spectra the lower loop voltaqe, resultinq in a 

less populated runaway tail, means that the thermal continuum can be 

measured more purely, uo to 5 keV. Tn order to measure the effect of 

the heatinq pulse on the spectrum in the region 3-20 keV, the softer 

photons were filtered out with 18 micron Al and 65 micron Be. Spectra 

taken in the four milliseconds after the pulse are shown in Fiq. 4.R.6 

on a semilog scale. 
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Fiq. 4.B.4. The lull in the soft X-ray emission, a. channeltron signal: 
b. surface-barrier diode siqnal. 
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C H A P T E R 5 

INTERPRETATION OP THE X-RAY MEASUREMENTS 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the X-ray measurements are subjected to a more careful 

analysis. The different contributions to the flux are Duller! apart and 

examined. Pour spectral intervals are discussed in separate sections. 

Results of other diaqnostics are mentioned if necessary for the inter

pretation. Though in some instances we prelude on the discussion of 

the effects of the heatinc pulse, the thorouqh discussion on this 

topic is deferred to Chapter 6. The scope of the present chapter is to 

investiqate the information obtained from the X-rav measurements. 

5.2 The spectral region 1 to 2 keV 

(Data presented in Sections 4.A.2 and 4.B.2.) 

In the spectral reqion 1 to 2 keV a soft x-ray flux of hiqh intensity 

is measured. In this section this flux is referred to as 'the flux'. 

The spectrum corresponds to radiation from a plasma with an apparent 

electron temperature of 150 eV, which is well below the central Te. 

Both with PLATO and with the Si (Li) detector this flux has been mea

sured, at three different diaqnostic ports, and with various field 

anqles. The flux starts to rise at t * 2 ms, and decays at t = 15 to 

20 ms, well before the end of the discharqe. If the heatina pulse is 

applied, the flux drops sharply, to recuperate within 3 ms. 

The question is where and how this flux is qenerated. By means 

of inspection pinholes in the Be-foils have been eliminated as a pos

sible explanation of the observed spectrum [l]. Consequently, the 

source of the flux is sought in '.he plasma and then two distinct pos

sibilities come to mind: 

A. Line radiation of heavy impurities such as iron is held responsi

ble. The flux is qenerated in the plasma core in this case. 

B. The thermal radiation of the outer plasma zone is stronqly enhanced 

either bv recombination of imouritv ions or bv wall contact. 
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Possibility A is eliminated. First the relevant lines of iron 

lay in the energy ranqe 950 to 1150 eV, whereas the enhanced flux 

stretches to 1.8 keV. One might arque that the measured spectrum is 

the ïar winq of stronq lines at ~ 1 keV. However, the system has too 

qcod a resolution. In Fiq. 5.1 the Fe calibration lines (these beinq 

the calibration lines of lowest enerqy available) are deoicted on a 

semiloq scale. If we were to interpret the hiqh enerqv winq as thermal 

radiation from a olasma, we would find Te (apparent) = 60 eV. At 

lower enerqy the resolution of the system is probably better. Further

more, accord inq to the vtjv measurements, oxvqen and carbon are the 

dominant impurities, and only little iron is oresent in the plasma. We 

also remark that not much is seen of iron K-lines (<5.6 keV) in the X-

ray spectra. Moreover, the soft flux declines well before the plasma 

has decayed, and it shows a dip after the heatinq pulse. These two 

effects cannot be explained if impurities in the plasma core were to 

account for the enhanced flux. Hence, we can reject possibility A and 

conclude that, anyhow, the flux is generated somewhere near the plasma 

boundary. 

Two mechanisms to enhance the radiation of the edge plasma are 

considered: recombination of liqht impurities, e.q. oxyqen and wall 

contact, e.q. bremsstrahlung production by fast plasma particles 

hittinq the liner. 

The possibility that the outer plasma is polluted with oxyqen 

and as a consequence, exhibits a stronqly enhanced soft X-rav flux has 

been the subject of a separate study [1], of which some results are 

mentioned here. The idea is that after the plasma formation, oxyqen is 

released from the wall in the form of water or metallic oxides. The 

oxyqen is ionized stepwise while it penetrates the olasma. The state 

06 + is reached within 2 ms, but further ionization is slow. For the 

diffusion rate we can only aive an estimate on the basis of a scalinq 

law for anomalous diffusion: 0 ~ Ip/ne [2,3,4]. We found that it takes 

an oxygen blanket ~ 50 ms to spread over the entire column. Thus it is 

marqinally possible that an oxyqen blanket is maintained durinq 15 ms, 

when the X-ray flux is maximal. 

An oxygen density profile that amounts to Per = 50% (Per = 

1 n A + / \ 1 n 4+ + n J.}) at t n e limiter and spreading 2 cm into the 
. OJ • Ol H+ 

plasma was found to provide an explanation for the PLATO measurements 

(high absolute intensity and low foil method deduced temperatures), 

provided that the impurity content of the plasma core is low: 0.2% of 
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Fig. 5.1. Detail of the 5.9 and 6.5 keV calibration lines, 
measured with the Si(Li) detector. 
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The p r o f i l e s of Te, n e and the 
percentage o f oxygen Per, which cause 
a so f t X-ray emissiv i ty p r o f i l e that 
i s peaked near r/a = 0.6. Such p r o f i l e s 
could account for the temperature and 
absolute f lux as measured wi th PLATO. 

r/a 

Fig. 5.2b. 

The emissivity profiles result
ing from the Te and ne profiles 
shown in Fig. 5.2a, with Per =0.2 
+ A exp(-8(1-x)2)S. 
a: A = 5; b: A = 20: c: A = 50: 

local corona equilibrium, 
d; A = 50, corona equilibrium 

evaluated for T^ = Te + 100 eV. 
e: A = 50, all oxygen fully ionized. 
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oxyqen. Fiqure 5.2a shows the radial orofiles of ne, Te and the 

oxyqen content. The emissivity profiles that result from various 

oxyqen density profiles are shown in Fiq. 5.2b. Here, the emissivitv 

is defined as the soft X-ray intensity of a test volume, as detected 

by a channeltron screened by 46 u Be and 8 p Makrofol. It is seen that 

the desired shape of the emissivity profile, e.q. peaked in the outer 

reqion, can be achieved readilv. 

Whereas the PLATO results can be explained with the oxyqen 

blanket hypothesis, the latter is not fully compatible with the Si(Li) 

spectral measurements. In Fiq. 5.3a, the calculated spectrum is shown 

together with the measured spectrum. Here the oxyqen blanket is driven 

to its extreme: a rectangular profile with near to 100% oxyqen at the 

limiter, in order to produce a knee in the spectrum as sham as possi

ble. The radial profiles of Te and ne are typical for the plasma 

of which the spectrum was taken. The absolute intensity of the cal

culated spectrum is computed for the collimation system used. In order 

to get aqreement between the measured spectrum and the computed one in 

the thermal ranqe 2-5 keV, we should account for an overall oxyoen 

contamination that amounts to 1% in the centre. If we do so, the knee 

almost vanishes in the computed spectrum (see Fiq. 5.3b), In the 

enerqy ranqe 1 to 2 keV aareement is not achieved. 

In the liqht of these observations we must now conclude that 

not only an oxyqen blanket can be held responsible for the measured 

flux. 

Next, we turn our attention to the possible generation of soft 

X-rays due to plasma-wall contact. Much care was taken to collimate 

the X-ray detection systems properly. The field of view of the Si(Li) 

detector has a cross-section of only a few millimetres. Therefore, it 

is most unlikely that radiation from the rim of the diagnostic port is 

detected. Also radiation from the limiters cannot reach the detector. 

Then the part of the liner facinq the diaqnostic oort is the 

most likely oriqin of the detected flux. This is in aareement with the 

observation that the measured spectrum does not (iepend critically on 

the field of view, nor on the diaqnostic port used. 

In Fiq. 5.4, examples of PLATO siqnals are shown for different 

evolutions of' the plasma current and the horizontal displacement. From 

these measurements we conclude that there is no clear correlation 

between the inward or outward displacement of the column and the soft 

X-ray intensity. A more allusive correlation is found between the soft 

X-ray intensity and dl/dt: if the current subsides, the flux col

lapses. The following interpretation is evoked by this observation. 
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The decreasing current is indicative of a narrowinq current density 

profile: if dl/dt < 0 while v*ioop remains at the same level, we must 

have rtLj/it > 0, where 14 is the internal self-inductance of the 

olasma current. Rut also a resistive effect may cause the narrowinq: 

if the olasma cools, it does so first in the outer layer. Hence, that 

is where the resistivity rises and the current density droos. Anyway, 

the narrowinq of the current density profile qoes toaether with cool-

inq in the outer plasma reqion, which reduces the qeneration of X-ravs 

at the liner. 

The fact that the spectrum shows an apparent temperature of 

150 eV siqnifies that the temperature and density profiles stretch to 

the liner with hiqh values, to show a sharp drop at the very edqe of 

the plasma. Such a conclusion is in accord with the ECE-results which 

show a temperature of about 100 eV at the limiter radius. Further cor

roboration is obtained from the visible liqht spectrum, where the 

lowest ionization states dominate. Mot much is seen of the states that 

correspond to the temperature ranqe 10 to 50 eV. The VUV spectrum, on 

the other hand, mainly shows lines of 0 + and 0 +, emitted from the 

hot Dart of the plasma. The observations indicate that the Te-oro-

file has a sharp qradient in the ranqe 10-50 eV, evidently because 

this is the radiation barrier of the liqht impurities. The low ioniza

tion states of oxvqen are found in the scraoe-off layer, where Te is 

typically a few electron volts. 

As a conclusion of this discussion we make the followinq state

ments : 

- the X-ray flux in the spectral reqion 1.3 to 2 keV is qenerated near 

the plasma boundary and not in the core of the plasma, 

- most likely, the flux is a result of loss (throuqh diffusion) of 

'hot' electrons made possible by the broad current density profiles. 

The fall of the flux directly after the heatinq Dulse is now 

explained as strong cooling of the edqe plasma. Further discussion on 

this topic is found in Chapter 6. 

5.3 The spectral reqion 2 ta 5 keV 

(Oata presented in Sections 4.A.2 and 4.B.2.) 

Measurements in the soectral reqion 2 to 5 kev were done exclusively 

with the Si(Li) detector. The intensity in this reqion is too low to 

use the time resolvinq detection system PLATO. 
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Fiq. *y,k. PLATO siqnal for various discharge conditions. The soft X-ray (SXR) 
the flux, the horizontal shift (HS) of the column, the loop voltaqe 
and the plasma current are shown here. 
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The spectrum exhibits no peculiarities, it is a plain spectrum 

from a thermal olasma. The line radiation (Section 4.A.2) at e = 2 to 

3 keV does not hamper the determination of the electron temperature. 

The temperatures measured are in qood aqreement with the Thomson-

scatterinq data. 

Calculation of the field anqle of the collimatión svstem en

ables the direct comparison of shape and absolute intensities of the 

measured spectrum and the calculated spectrum. Piqure 5.3b shows both 

spectra. In order to fit the slopes of the spectra, we must take 

Te(0) = 800 eV for the calculations, whereas the slopes correspond to 

Te = 700 eV. Of course, the value of TG deduced from the slope of 

the spectrum somtwhat underestimates the top-value of the Te-profile, 

because also the near central plasma has a siqnificant contribution to 

the flux. For the thermal continuum part an enhancement by a factor of 

5 over thermal radiation of a pure hydroqen plasma is found. It oxygen 

is taken as the dominant impurity, we find a relative density (assum-

inq corona equilibrium): 

Vnion » 1 * 0.5% . 

The error is the estimated uncertainty in the calculation of the field 

anqle of the collimation system. 

The corresoondinq value of the effective ion charqe is: 

7, fe = 1.5 ± 0.3 . err 

In the TORTUR discharge corona equilibrium might not be reached, as 

the ionization of O + and O + takes on the order of 10 ms, larqely 

depending on the local electron temperature and density [5], If 06+ is 

taken as the dominant state, we find: 

Zeff - 2 ± 0.5 . 

For comparison: the density n was found to scale with I accordinq to 
e p 

Murakami's limit, adoptinq Zeff * 2. 
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5.4 The spectral region 5 to 30 keV 

(Data presented in Sections 4.A.3 and 4.B.2.) 

First we remark that in this reqion the measurements with the Si (Li) 

detector are subiect to two experimental difficulties: the low count 

rate and the danqer of a pile-up contribution from the lower enerqy 

part of the spectrum. Therefore, we have poor spectral resolution in 

this reqion and the experimental error prohibits riqorous conclusions 

as to the identification of lines or subtle deformations of the 

electron enerqy dis?" ioution function. Moreover, we cannot disfcinauish 

between the contribution from the plasma column and that qenerated at 

the wall. The two melt toqether and in this reqion it is not clear 

which one is dominant. For these reasons, we must abstain from any 

quantitative interpretation in the reqion 10 to 30 keV. We can merely 

say that a tail is observed and we make the qeneral observation that 

the intensity of the tail is lower in the discharqes with qaspuff than 

in those without. This fact flows naturally from the hiqher electron 

temperature and hiqher loop voltaqe which enhance the ratio E/Ec and 

hence the runaway production in the discharqes without qaspuff. 

Information on the spectral reqion 15 to 30 keV is also obtain

ed from measurements with the Nal(Tl) detector. Two observations are 

made. Fitst: the intensity of the tail increases durinq the first 7 ms 

of the discharge (see Fiq. 4.A.10) (at t = 7 ms the measurement stop

ped, not the development of the tail). Second: in the 2 ms followinq 

the heatinq pulse, the tail intensity is increased at enerqies lower 

than 30 keV. The first effect reflects the rather slow development of 

the runaway tail, which is also shown clearly in Fiq. 4.A.11a,b. 

The second observation is explained by the enhanced runaway production 

after the pulse, which results from the increase of Te and, as we 

shall see, from the somewhat hiqher electric field. 

We now return to a lower enerqy part of the soectrum. As is 

seen in Fiqs. 4.A.9 and 4.B.6 the spectra exhibit a little plateau 

around 5.5 keV. The probable explanation is line radiation, e.q. 

K-lines of Cr, Ni, and Fe; the main compounds of stainless steel. The 

intensity of the lines is low and in discharqes without qaspuff thny 

are drowned in the tail. 

We could also seek the explanation of the plateau in a non

thermal feature of the electron energy distribution function q(e). In 

order to investiqate the effect of a hump in the distribution, we cal

culate the spectrum of a distribution of the form: 
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q ( e ) = Qm(e) + <ïK ( e ) r 
"Hl n 

ï / ë - E / T e 
with a maxwellian Dart a (e) = /— n„ _ „ in e 

m ir e,m T3/2 
e 

and a sharp hump q (e) = n . 6(e-e ) . 

The kinetic enerqv density in the maxwellian part is W = Jeq (e)de = 
m m 

3/2 n T , in the hump W, = n , e . 
e,m e n e,n n 

As particles of both parts of the distribution scatter on the same ion 

cloud, we may reduce the functional expression for the spectrum to 

1(c) = const J HlLÜ. de. m 

/i e 
-e/T 
' e 1(e) = const na V- , 

"> e r m it j — -
e 

I, (e) = const n^ . J\- e < e 
n e,n t n 

= 0 e > e. . 
h 

Two parameters determine the spectral deformation due to the humo: 

eh and Wn/Wm. In Fig. 5.5, calculated spectra are shown for dif

ferent values of en
 an<^ wh/wnr In order to qet more qeneral 

results, all enerqies are expressed in units of Te. 

A plateau as observed in the measured spectra could he the 

result of a hump in q(e) at about 7 keV, with a total enerqy content 

of less than 1% of the enerqy in the thermal bulk. 

For completeness, also the spectrum of a tail distribution is 

calculated: 

« t < e ' = n e , t i ; ' e * e
t 

= 0 e > e . 

Wt = * ne,t£t ' 

2 It(e)
 a const, n fc j ~ (/T̂  - /7) E < e 

e > e 
t 
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The analysis is completely analogous to the case of the hump. 

The results are shown in Fiq. 5.5. It is observed that for the soec-

trum a hump and a tail are not that different: the deformation due to 

the tail is more smooth and is more pronounced on the low enerqy side. 

Since we see that the little plateau in the spectrum is alwavs 

found at e = 5.5 keV (see Fiq. 4.B.6) and that it does not alter much 

in the milliseconds after the pulse, when a new tail is growinq, we 

conclude that it is indeed line radiation and not an effect of a hump 

in the tail distribution. The latter would be of a less stable nature. 

Fiqure 5.5 also makes clear that if a hump or tail distribution 

is present that carries an enerqy comparable to the enerqv in the 

thermal population, such a distribution produces a qiant deformation 

of the thermal spectrum. Nothinq of the sort is observed (see Fiqs. 

4.A. i, 4,A.10, 4.B.6), not before and not after the pulse. Hence, we 

conclude that such a superthermal population can only be present in 

cue plasma durinq a time much shorter than the time resolution of the 

Ü(Li) measurements: 1 ms after the pulse. 

5.5 The spectral region 30 keV to 2 MeV 

(Data presented in Sections 4.A.3 and 4.R.2) 

Measurements in this reqion involve the sper-tral measurements fcith the 

Nal(Tl) detector, the monitorinq of the spectral evolution of the tail 

and the hiqh time resolution mec^jrement of the hard X-ray flux. The 

hiqh enerav tail under consideration here is partly qenerated at the 

wall. This part reflects the enerqy distribution of the escaping elec

trons rather than that of the trapped electrons. Furthermore, the 

spectrum is deformed bv two effects: f] uoresconce of lead, teadinq to 

a peak at 80 keV, and, for ohotons of energy exceedinq 0.5 MeV, the 

ancle of view is drastically enlarged because the lead *?Mtle o-com^s 

transparent. Then, the emission of photons bv relüli' >• ïr a'^.'-.r n s 

is peaked .n the direction of the electron velocity. 

Hampered by these distortions of the spectrum we art* '\jt an", <_ 

to make bold statements on the density cf the runaway electrons or the 

enerqy distribution function of the tall. Still the measurements do 

convey much valuable information on the runaway electrons in the 

TORTUR in plasma. 

The first, most general conclusion is that the tail stretches 

to energies exceeding 1.3 **.<•/', which ensures that we have qot authen

tic runaways in the basic discharge. Evidently, if a tail truncating 
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mechanism is active, it is not fully effective. 

The second observation is that the fastest electrons have ex

perienced a free fall. In Fiq. 4.A. 12 we see that a flux of photons 

with enerqies exceedinq 1.3 MeV beains to rise at t = 6 ..is. The 

electrons of lonqest confinement have been accelerated from t = 1.5 ms 

on, when the runaways qenerated in the predischarqe are dumped. From 

Fig. 3.4 we see that 4.5 ms free fall in a field of 1.5 V/m brinqs an 

electron to an eneray of about 1.Ü MeV. Hence, the free-fall model 

applies for the runaways in the basic plasma. 

Next, we observe that in the entire soectrsl r^oion e > 500 keV 

the flux starts to rise only at t = 6 ms. If electrons of ee > 1.7 *eV 

are present in the plasma at t = 6 ms, then obviously electro;?? of 

less eneray are present already in an earlier staqe of the discharge. 

Thev only do not come out. The third conclusion therefore is that the 

confinement time of the runawavs in the enerqv ranoe 0.5 to 1.2 MeV is 

at least 4.5 ms. Here, alsc a confirmation is foun^ of the statement 

that oart of *•*•.? observed flux oriqinates from electrons hittino the 

limiters. 

In th» interval 20 to 50 us after the heatina pulse, a burst of 

herd X-rays is recorded by the monitor. Neither the monitor, nor the 

Nal(Tl) detector, nor the Si(Li) detector (used with low amplifica

tion) show any hard X-ray activity directly after the burst. As, 

especially in the e < 100 keV reqion, the flux aenerated in the plasma 

by the runaway population should be detected, this observation indica

tes a total loss of the runaway population. 

The spe^rum taken in the period 0 to 2 ms after the pulse 

shows a short tail, stretchinq to about 150 keV (see Fier. 4.B.3). This 

tail has developed during the measurinq interval. 

In th ECE-soectra, non-thermal emission is found at wave-

lenqths correspondinn to positions in the outer half of the column. 

This is attributed to the relativistically shifted radiation from a 

tail population (ee * 70 keV) in the central plasma. After the pulse 

this emission vanishes, to come back within 4 ms. This observation, 

too, implies that the tail population in the central plasma aets lost 

after the pulse. Takinq X-ray measurements and ECE-results toqether, 

we conclude that after the pulse all runawavs are dumped. This indi

cates the breakinq of the maqnetic field lines. We stress that the 

runaways qet lost on a typical "IHD timescale. Normal transport oper

ates on a timescale of milliseconds. In reverse, we deduce from the 

lonq confinement of runaways in the basic disc*- *e that here the 

maqnetic flux surfaces are undisturbed, which --.is that there is 

little MHD activity. 
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5.6 Conclusions 

We recapitulate the conclusions we have deduced from the analysis of 

the X-rav measurements: 

* The e < 2 keV flux is generated in the edcre plasma (presumably at 

the wall) and is mainly determined by the width of the current 

density profile. 

* In the central plasma Zeff " 1.5 - 2. 

* Weak impurity lines are found at 2 to 3 keV (probably CI and Mb) and 

at 5.5 to 7 keV (Cr, Fe, Ni). 

* In the basic discharqe, the confinement time of runaway electrons is 

at least 4.5 ms, indicative of a qoo£ MHO stability. 

* At least oart of the runaway electrons experience a free fall. 

* Neither in th<-; basic discharge, nor after the pulse, a suoerthermal 

oopulat-c.i with an enerqy content comparable to nkT exists in the 

ranqe 1 to 100 keV lonoer than 0.5 ms. 

* Directly after the "ulse, all runaways are dumped, presumably due to 

the braidinq of the maqnetic field lines by MHD activity. 
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C H A P T E R 6 

GENERAL INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION 

6.1 Introduction 

In the preceding chapters a synopsis was presented of the experimental 

data concerning the TORTtfR III basic plasma and the effects of the 

application of a short high-voltaqe pulse. An effort has been made to 

come to an understanding of the measurements. As a result we now have 

an accumulation of experimentally established facts. The piecing 

together of a coherent physical picture will be the theme of the 

present chapter. 

First, our attention is directed to the basic <ïischarqe, which 

is special for its anomalously hiqh looo voltaqe and its broad pro

files. Two paoers concerning this topic have been published recently 

[1,2], An account of our present view is presented in Section 6.2. 

Second, we will focus on the heating pulse experiments. The 

first twenty microseconds after the triggering of the high-voltage 

caoacitor bank are the subiect of Section 6.3. Thev bring the oenetra-

tion and extraction of the current pulse, the expulsion of the runaway 

electrons and the fast rise and decline of the temperature. 

The third item to be tackled is the phenomenon of the delayed 

heating. This heating is proportional to the energy delivered by the 

pulse/ which suggests that it is this anerqy which transforms into 

heat. However, the heating is observed 2 ms after the pulse, wl.ireas 

the energy confinement time T £ is but 1.7 ms. fience, we ask: 'where 

in the plasma is this enerqy stored and how does it survive so long?' 

Various schemes that have been proposed to explain the phenomenon of 

the delayed heating are discussed in Section 6.4. Also a new model is 

presented. In Section 6.5 this model is analysed quantitatively and 

checked against the experimental results. Section 6.6 is a summing up 

of the conclusions derived from the heating pulse experiments. 
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6.2 The basic discharge 

The basic discharqe is started up with a hiqh loop voltaqe and a 

steeply rising (30 kA/ms) plasma current. Durinq the current rise a 

current skin is maintained. Since the ions are cold in this phase, 

ion-acoustic turbulence is excited, which rapidly heats the electrons. 

When the current eventually has reached its plateau value, the plasma,, 

is hot: Te - 3Tj - 1000 eV at t = 3 ms [l,2,3]. The temperatures 

take on their plateau values Te " 2Tj • 700 eV a few milliseconds 

later. We shall beqin our discussion at this point. 

First, we will attack the question: is the plateau plasma 

turbulent or not? In order to find the answer we calculate Zeff with 

the assumption that the resistivity is classical (Spitzer resis

tivity). The followinq profile functions approximate the observed 

profiles 

x = r/a , (a: limiter radius) 

-2x2 T (x) = 700 e * eV , 

2 

ne(x) = ne(0) e"
x with ne(0) = 6*10

19 m~3 . 

The Spitzer resistivity is qiven by: 

m 
r , l = ~ z ' w i t h Tc ei 

e c,ei 

which is approximated by (take £nA = 15): 

n, = 7.5*10-* z e f fT;
3 / 2 (Te in eV) . 

Furthermore, the followinq relations are used: 

x 
1(x> = K/n(x) and I(x) = 2iraz / i{x')x'dx' . 

0 

For the total current we find (with a = 0.08 m and E = 1.5 V/m): 

T3/2 

'J 1 
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I„ c~,«.,— = T^ 24° kA ' 
p,Spitzer z

eff 

whereas the measured plasma current is 30 to 35 kA. Matchina the two 

values yields: 

7, ,, _ . . = 7 to 8 , compared to efffSpitzer 

7, cc = 1.5 to 2 , measured with soft X-ravs. 
eff,exp 

Evidently» the Spitzer resistivity expression is not valid and some 

resistivity-enhancinq mechanism is active. We exclude Zeff as a pos

sible source of the enhanced resistivity. Hence, we conclude that the 

plasma is turbulent. 

This turbulence is of a steady nature: plasma current and loop 

voltaqe are essentially constant over more than 20 ms. Moreover, the 

plasma finds back its basic discharqe state even after the perturba

tion due to the turbulent heatinq pulse. For these reasons we think of 

a weak current-driven instability as the source of the enhanced resis

tivity. Such an instability depends only on the macroscopic discharqe 

parameters and is insensitive to the variation of the runaway tail 

population. As was pointed out in Section 3.5, of the current-driven 

instabilities, the electrostatic ion-cyclotron type will be triqqered 

easiest in our plasma conditions. We recall the onset condition: 

vD 2 ucr = 20 (T./Te)
3/2 vs - 7 vs (for TQ = 2T. ) . 

If Spitzer resistivity alone were to limit vD, this threshold would be 

reached: in the centre, with Z f, = 2, v_./vs * 7. Hence, we may expect 

the instability to be triqqered and we shall assume that the effective 

resistivity is qiven by the marqinal stability condition: 

1 /2 
VD = YVS ' Wlth Y * 1 and Y ~ nZ ' 

This relation refers to vD averaged over many qrowth times of the 

instability. The next step will be to calculate the current-density 

profile accordinq to this concept: 
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/V?.. - , ̂  _-*x2 vn = ^ V » VQ = 2.6x10 Y e 
D O n 5 O 

e 

In Fiq. 6.1a, the thus calculated profiles of i and q are compared to 

those following from classical resistivity. For the total olasma 

current we now find: 

I = Y 26 kA . P o 

Matching this value to the experimental IPfPXp = 30 to 35 kA yields: 

YQ = 1.3 , 

which satisfies the condition Y > 1. The mean drift velocity is 0.2 to 

0.4 ucr, but is high enough in fluctuations to mildly excite the 

electrostatic ion-cyclotron waves in the way sketched in Section 3.2. 

A general expression for the effective collision frequency 

induced by collective oscillations is of the form: 

veff = conSt' "nff V ' (6'1) 

where W is the wave enerqy density [4,10]. The constant is of the 

order of 0.1 to 1. We see that only W * 10~3 nkT need to be Dresent in 

waves to account for the resistance anomaly of a factor of four. (See 

Table 1.3.) 

Experimental evidence of the occurrence of ion-cyclotron oscil

lations is found in the density fluctuation spectrum. It followr, from 

theory that the excited waves have maximum qrowth for 

(kirci )l " 1 at u " 1 , 2 u ici ^ 5 , 6 J ' 

Substituting TORTUR III values, we find: 

kx « 1000 m""
1 ( X - 6 mm) (o - 350 MHz . 

These waves are observed in the 4-mm scattering spectrum. Also contri

butions at 100-200 kHz (drift waves) and around 1 MHz are observed. 
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In conclusion, we think that the electrostatic ion-cyclotron 

current-driven instability is the source of the enhanced resistivity. 

It may couple to magnetic sound [5] and drift waves. However, the 

precise mechanism is not fully understood. If we want to know how the 

anomalous resistivity depends on the current and other plasma param

eters, we can best use experimental data. For variation of the plasma 

current Ip we found [1]: 

Te ~ I p , (6.2a) 

ne ~ I p , (6.2b) 

nan/ncl ~ Xo * <*'2c) 

The drift velocity is constant for variation of Ip in our case, as 

vn ~ V
n e -

For the scaling of nan with i, ne and Te, we write 

From the above experimentally established relations, we derive 

a\ + a2 + a3 = - -j . (6.4) 

We cannot derive the specific dependencies because the variations of 

Ie, ne and Te are coupled in our case. As a second input we use 

the relation: 

y ~ n; l / 2 * i n - V 2 ~ n; l / 2 . e ' e e e 

In the stationary phase of a discharqe, the electric field R is con

stant over the cross-section, hence: 

nan ~ 1_1 ~ n ë l / 2 T ë l / 2 ' (6,5) 

Combininq Eqs. (6.3), (6.4), (6.5) yields 

1/2 The r\ ~ n~ dependence is consistent with the qeneral expression 
ail 6 

(6.1) for the effective collision frequency due to collective oscilla

tions: 
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eff oe e an eft e e 

The experimental results (6,2a,b,c) are consistent with the TFR 

scalinq law for TE. The latter reads: 

Tc ~ rxjq ~ naI~
l/2 . E e ̂  e p 

Hence, 

~ I2 (use (6.2a) and (6.2b)) , 
p 

whereas bv definition 

e e e 

- I2 for TORTÜR III ((6,2a) and (6.2b)) , 

The qeneral impact of Eq. (6.6) is that nan declines with iocreasinq 

Te much slower than ncj. This means that in a mildlv turbulent 

plasma ohmic heating is effective to hiqher temperatures than is the 

case in a classical plasma. Furthermore, nan does not rise sharply 

with increasing current density. These results are found quite qener-

ally in mildlv turbulent plasmas [7,8]. 

The reason that tve current-driven instability does not impose 

a hard limit upon j (or rather: v n) is that the mean drift velocity 

is still well below the critical value ucr. The anomalous resistivi

ty arises from the repeated rise and quenching of the instability, 

which orocess takes many qrowth times of the particular mode. Only if 

the mean drift velocity is driven up to ucr, the anomalous resis

tivity rises sharply, typically a factor 10u or more [9,10], 

Finally, we want to remark that it is most unlikely that the 

shape and population of the runaway tail are important parameters in 

our discharqe. As is seen from X-ray measurements the runaway tail 

qrows steadily, then is cut off bv the heatinq pulse, whereafter its 

qrowth starts aqain. Moreover, in some experiments qas puffinq was ap

plied, in which case runaway production was suppressed effectively as 

follows from X-ray spectra and from the production of hard X-rays dur-

inq the termination of the discharge. With these different tail popu

lations always essentially the same macroscopical behaviour was found. 
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6.3 During the current pulse and shortly after 

In this section we will discuss the immediate effect of the fast heat-

inq pulse. First, we investiqate the effect on the current density 

profile. A pictorial description is presented in Fig. 6.1. In the 

first 5 microseconds the current enters the plasma and flows in a skin 

of width 2-3 cm. The skin formation has heen investigated by Kalfsbeek 

[<*], who showed that due to turbulent processes the skin width of 

2-3 cm is attained rapidly. In this phase the electric field is stronq 

in the skin: E/Ec * 10. Thomson scattering and F,CE show that a tail 

population is formed which immediately is cut off at c - 5 keV and 

becomes isotropic. This truncation is ascribed to the Parail and 

Poqutse instability [ll]. The tail population is observed with Thomson 

scattering as a hot population, Tp • 5 keV, which exists in the 

plasma boundary during 0-10 ws after the triggerinq of the pulse, ̂ he 

conditions under which this population is observed indicate that it 

exists only in the outer 2-3 cm of the column. In the skin, current-

driven instabilities of the ion-acoustic as well as the ion-cvclotron 

type are excited. The qroup velocity of the excited waves is perpen

dicular to R and can transport particles and energy towards the olasma 

centre [12], A few microseconds after the start of the pulse, tearing 

modes develop and begin to break UP the magnetic field structure, 

which qreatly facilitates the radial transport. The current spreads 

over the entire column, establishing a monotonie q-profile. Tn the 

plasma centre, compression and heating are observed almost simul

taneously with the rise of the current, followed by rarefaction and 

cooling. Sometimes, a fluctuation of Te and ne witL a typical fre

quency of 0.5 MHz is observed. This fluctuation is measured by Thomson 

scattering as well as F.CR. The first density rise can amount to 30%. 

We note that such a pinch effect could never occur if the toroidal 

field were to be compressed together with the plasma. Hence, we have 

three indications of the snappinq of the field lines: the rapid spread 

of the current skin (as measured by Kalfsbeekl, the strong fluctua

tions of Te and ne in the centre and the loss of the runaway 

population. The process is fast enouqh to explain the heating effect 

as being due 'to adiabatic compression. During the compression in the 

centre, rarefaction and cooling are observed in the outer olasma. 

After 5 microseconds the decline of Ip sets in, enterino the 

plasma like a neqative current skin. In contrast to the case of the 

positive current penetrating, the g-profile now remains of a stable 
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Sketches of the probable development of the j-profile and the q-profile 
during the current pulse. 3. before pulse (also depicted (...): j(x) 
and q(x) as would result from Spitzer resistivity); 
b. penetration of current skin; c. after implosion of current skin; 
d. after extraction of additional current. 
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shape and consequently the negative current skin penetrates into the 

plasma only as deep as is necessary to qet the total current back to 

its oriqinal value, which depth is estimated ~ 3 cm. In the outer 

zone, even a layer of negative current mav be formed and may persist 

for some time, as was actually measured by Kalfsbeek. 

After these processes a curren.-density profile is established 

that again carries the basic plasma current Ip = 30-35 kA, but is 

substantially narrower than in the relaxed state before the applica

tion of the heating pulse. The subsequent relaxation will take place 

within a few milliseconds, as will be shown in Section 6.5. 

In the outer zone of the plasma cold ions mav enter the plasma, 

together with some lowly ionized impurity ions. They qive rise to the 

temporal enhancement of emission in lines in the visible liqht ob

served at t = 20-50 us after the pulse and cool the outer part of the 

plasma. 

Let us consider the energy balance at t = 50 us after the 

start of the pulse: the inteqral of IV over this period, i.e. the 

Poynting flux through the toroidal surface with minor radius a, yields 

a net extra power input of 180 J at aip = 30 kA. where is this ener-

qy when the current pulse has passed? It is either lost, or transform

ed into particle movement (in the form of heat or drift) or stacked in 

maqnetic field enerqy. 

The bolometer records an extra loss of ~ 30 J. The total loss 

is estimated about the double: 60 J. Remains some 120 J. Neither F.C.P., 

nor Thomson scattering, nor Tj-measurements, nor soft X-ravs or hard 

X-rays detect any non-thermal population that carries 120 J kinetic 

enerqy. Also the temperatures Te and Tj are not increased, thev 

are back on their prepulse value. Hence, we must conclude that the 

enerqy is not present in a kinetic term. 

Next, we will investigate the possibility that the enerqy is 

stored in an increase of the poloidal maqnetic field enerqv. We have 

already arqued that the current-density profile has been reshaped bv 

the pulse into a more peaked form. We will now estimate the amount of 

energy associated with this narrowinq. For the total amount of field 

enerqy due to the poloidal field we have: 

W = ƒ ^ — 2irrdr + ƒ ^ — 2wrdr , 
>> o r0 o 

where r0 is the radius of the current channel and a is the limiter 
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radius. The first term can be shown to be fairly independent of r0, 

orovided the shape (not the width) of the i-profile does not chanqe 

drastically (see Appendix B). Then the chanqe AW^ is determined 

mainly by the coaxial term: 

AWT - *I2AL = MÏ»« *(in in - ) . L D coax P o v r ,.__ r . f * J 
oratter orbefore 

Suhstitutinq I = 33 kA and P = 0.46 mr we find that for Aw = 120 J 

the j-profile should shrink from r0 = 8 cm to r0 = 5 cm, /hich 

aqrees well with our estimate based on the evolution of the current 

profile. The subiect will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.5. 

Taking into account all observations and followinq the heuris

tic reasoninq qiven above, we think that the main effects of the cur

rent pulse, evaluated at t = 50 MS after the pulse, are: /for Aip = 

30 kA). 

- narrowing of the current-density profile, 

- storaqe of the net power input ~ 120 J in poloidal magnetic field 

enerqv, 

- no substantial net effect on the distribution functions of the 

- electrons and the ions, 

- introduction of a modest amount of cold qas and impurities in the 

outer olesma, 

- loss of the entire runaway population. 

6.4 The delayed heating 

In this section the phenomena connected with the second, delayed, rise 

of T e and Tj are examined. We review the experimental observa

tions: rise and decline of the density fluctuation level within 2 ms; 

increase of the central Te and Tj during 2 ms, followed by a de

cline with a time constant of ~ 1.7 ms; fast drop and subsequent slow 

recovery of T« (r = 60 mm); drop and recovery of the soft X-ray flux 

from the plasma edqe and of the hard X-ray intensity; linear dependen

ce of &T - AT. and AS(k) on (AT ) 2 , with (AI i2 ~ ƒ IVdt. 
e l p P pUiSe 

We shall briefly discuss some explanations of the delayed heat

ing that have been proposed in the recent past. It is our purpose to 

check them aqainst the experimental data in order to see which are 

valuable elements and what can be reiected. Then, we will present a 

new explanation, which has been preluded to in Section 6.3. This model 

will be <5ub1ected ro a quantitative analysis in flection 6,5. 
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The explanations for the delayed heating that have been pro

posed previously, differ in the essentials of their Dhysical bases. We 

qive a classification: 

I_ impurity penetration: if after the pulse impurities are introduced 

in the plasma, this might enhance the ohmic power inout: 

II velocity space effects: in this type of explanation the idea is 

that energy delivered by the pulse is stored in a deformation of the 

velocity distribution function, e.g. in a superthermal population. 

III improvement of the enerqv confinement. 

All the types have their own motivation. Type I has been raised 

as the unsophisticated explanation that should be checked before em

barking on more involved and physically more interesting arguments. It 

will be shown to lack all experimental support. Type II has a better 

motivation: it is inspired by the linear dependence of ATGfi on 

(Alp)2, which suggests that the energy which eventually is seen as 

heating, is injected in the plasma by the pulse. It assumes chat a 

population of fast electrons is generated that thermalizes in 2 ms. 

Explanation III, in contrast, examines the possibility that the 

heating does not result from extra enerqy input but from reduced loss. 

I Impurity influx 

We state that no influx of impurities of «ny importance takes place 

after the heating pulse. The experimental evidence is as follows: 

- Neither the vuv-soectrometer, nor the bolometer, nor the X-rav diag

nostics, nor the visible light diagnostics give anv indication of an 

enhancement of the impurity content after the oulse. 

- In experiments with two to four subsequent pulses with intervals of 

1 to 2 is (not reported on here, see Ref. 14), the delayed heating 

was found to repeat. This is not compatible with the impurity influx 

hypothesis, as the particle confinement time is much lonoer than 

Te. Hence, impurities supposedly introduced by one pulse would 

still be present in the plasma when the next pulse is applied. 

- Since in the basic discharqe the resistivity is only for one third 

classical (determined by Zeff)
 an<* f o r t w o thirds current-driven, 

an enormous amount of impurities is required to induce a significant 

enhancement of the ohmic power input. The ohmic power input due to 

classical resistivity with Zeff = 2 is about SO kW. To achieve the 

heating observed, this power should at least be doubled, which 

implies Zeff > 4 or > 25% 0
6 +. 

- The electron density is not raised after the pulse. 
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II Velocity space effects 

The possibility has been put forward that durinq the pulse a popula

tion of fast electrons is qenerated carryinq the enerqy which is 

qreeted as an increase of Te and Tj two milliseconds later. The 

formation of a 'Te* = 5 keV population in the outer shell of the 

plasma was actually measured (Thomson scatterinq and ECE), but it was 

observed to disappear within 10-20 ws. This disappearance is conform 

the expectation, as the electron-electron enerqy equipartition time is 

5-20 us. Could it be that somehow a superthermal population survives 

and escapes detection? 

If the population were a hot thermal distribution, it should be 

seen by Thomson scatterinq, ECE, and X-ray diaqnostics. If it were 

beam-like, with eh « 5 keV, it tniqht escape observation by Thomson 

scatterinq and ECE, but in the soft X-rav spectra it should be found 

verv clearly. Furthermore, the beam should not carry too biq a part of 

the plasma current or the ohmic power input would collapse. If for 

instance, I^ - 1/10 Ip - 3 kA, the kinetic enerqy content of the 

beam, Wfc#k calculated from: 

eN. /2£. 
Jb -dri-* - Vb = V b » % = 5 *eV 

e 

amounts to W^ ^ • 1 J, far less than is necessary for the observed 

heatinq. For non-relativistic e., w, . is proportional to »^T- To 

store WfcfD ~ 100 J with ID = 3 kA, a runaway population is needed, 

with eh - 3 MeV. Runaways, however, do not thermalize. Moreover, we 

already have seen that all runawavs are dumped after the pulse. 

Finally, if anywhere in the plasma a beam is qenerated, it is 

in the outer shell, since there the electric field (durinq the pulse) 

is maximal. The heatinq, however, is observed in the centre. 

We conclude that the delayed heatinq is not produced by a slow

ly thermalizinq superthermal electron population. 

Ill Improvement of enerqy confinement 

In Section 6.3 it was shown that after the heatinq pulse the current-

density profile has narrowed. It has been proposed that the more 

slender column suffers less losses. Especially the convective loss 

term could be diminished. The bolometer does not record a decrease of 

the power flux to the wall. However, the bolometer records hut 75 kW 
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of the total power loss of 175 kW. The remaining 100 kW is not mea

sured. This loss term could decrease unnoticedly after the pulse. The 

decrease of the power loss would appear as an additional power input, 

which lasts until a new equilibrium is reached. If we assume that 

during 2 ms the mean additional power input is 50 kW, the apparent 

energy input is 100 J, sufficient to explain the observed heatinq. 

This is an upper limit estimate. It is difficult to give a more 

precise estimate. 

The evidence is, however, that the delayed heating is not the 

result of diminished loss. First: what has happened with the ~ 100 J 

injected durinq the current pulse? Second: the predominant heatinq 

would occur in the plasma boundary and not in the centre. 

In conclusion, we have little reason to believe that the energy 

confinement is improved after the oulse. 

A new conceot: conversion of maqnetic enerqy into heat. 

In the precedinq paragraphs we have discussed various schemes that 

have been proposed as possible explanations of the delayed heating. It 

was shown that none is compatible with the experimental data. Certain

ly, a quantitative theory has not yet been proposed. 

At this point we take up the heuristic theory developed in 

Section 6.3. We ended up with the picture that the pulse induces a 

narrowing of the current channel, while the enerqy delivered by the 

pulse is stored mainly in the increase of the poloidal field enerqy. 

The subsequent expansion of the current channel takes ~ 2 ms. As long 

as the relaxation process is not completed, the ohmic dissipation 

density (in) is enhanced in the centre and lowered in the outer 

region. As a net effect the total dissipation is enhanced. During the 

relaxation process a conversion takes place of the enerqy AW^ stored 

in the ooloidal maqnetic field into thermal energy. The increased cur

rent density in the centre induces an enhanced level of the current-

driven ion-cyclotron waves. This may explain the observed increase of 

the low-frequency modes which are coupled to the ion-cyclotron mode. 

The additional dissipation is localized in the Plasma centre, which 

complies with the fact that there the strong heatinq is observed, 

whereas the outer plasma remains cool. 

We see that the peaking of the j-profile can account in a 

natural way for the experimental findinqs. In the next section we will 

expand on this concept and subject it to a quantitative analysis. 
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6.5 The relaxation of the pinched current-density profile 

In Fiq. 6.2 the current-density profile and the electric field E(r) 

are sketched in the relaxed state and in the perturbed state directly 

after the pulse. The relaxation process evolves with a time constant 

which is estimated 

2 
T R = (a/2) iio/n , 

the resistive skin time of a plasma layer of thickness a/2. For n we 

take the mean value i aiven by 

n = R |=r = TO"6 am , 
D 2R 

which vields 

T « 2 ms . 

This fiqure should be reqarded as a rouqh estimate, its purpose beinq 

merely to show that the relaxation of the i-profile may take place on 

the same long timescale as the delayed heatinq. This is consistent 

with the experimental finding that Te {r = 60 mm) and the very soft 

X-ray flux recover on a milliseconds timescale. 

In order to parametrize the relaxation, we will approximate the 

current-density profile by 

i(r) = (a/ro)
2 i (r f-) 0 < r < rQ , 

o 

i0(r): unperturbed profile 

i.e., the i-profile is pinched by a factor a/r0, but not altered of 

shape. We can now describe the relaxation process bv the sinqle param

eter r0: 

rQ(t) = a - (a - V0))
 e" t A ' 

where T is the relaxation time, estimated ~ 2 ms, both from experiment 

and from theory (see above). We have taken t a 0 directly after the 

pulse has vanished. 
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6.2. Sketches of the current-density profile ( ) , the poloidal magnet-
ic field (-.-) and the electric field ( ) in the basic discharge (a) 
and in the perturbed state after the pulse. 
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6.3. The increase of the kinetic energy content (AWj<) due to the gradual 
dissipation of AW. . (See text p. 100.) 
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The amount of maqnetic enerqy stored in the increase of L, 

AW , is qiven by {see Appendix B): 
Li 

AW. = 300 in(a/r (0)) ,1 (for I = 33 kA) . 
Lr O P 

We shall now derive a relation between a/ro(0) and the height of the 

pulse &I D- experimentally, the following relation was established 

AW
Pulse

 = 180x10~9(Alp)
2 J A"2 , 

where 

AW , ƒ IVdt . pulse , J 
K pulse 

Allowinq for 30 J extra loss measured by the bolometer and about as 

much extra loss to the limiter at AIp * 30 kA, we estimate: 

Aw„.,ioö ~
 Awi«cc = 120xlf)-

9<AT ) 2 j A-
2 . pulse loss p 

Rettinq AWr equal to AW_ - - AW.„ yields L pulse loss J 

300 J £n — ~ - = 120*10-9(AI ) 2 J A'2 , 

hence , ? Q . * exp[0 .4M0~ 9 ( Ai ) 2 ) (AT in A) . (6 .7 ) 

We in t roduce the no t a t i on v = 0.4x10*" ( A l p ) ' . Since Ai p i s va r ied up 

to Alp * 40 kA, i t follows t h a t y S 0 . 6 . We make the Taylor expans ion : 

r o ( 0 ) 
exp(y) * 1 + y + 0 (y 2 ) . 

n c e ' r r t y = 1 + v e" t / T He 

Durinq the relaxation of the i-Drofile the ohmic dissipation (Wft) 

is on an enhanced level. The increased dissipation tends to lower 

Ip, which effect is counteracted by the release of energy stored in 
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self-inductance of the plasma: the decreasinq self-inductance acts as 

a current supply. Wa is qiven by 

a 
W0 = / i

2(r)n(r)2i!rdr . 
" 0 

Aecountinq for a slight j-dependence of n {see Appendix C) this can be 

approximated by 

Wfl = Wft (1 + aye~ t /} with a = 0.8 to 1.4 . 

W_ denotes the dissipation level in the unperturbed state, ft,o 

The ohmic enerqy input at a time t after the pulse is computed: 

t 
Wfl(t) = ƒ Wfldt , 

hence, 

t 
AW0 = lim J (W0 - W0 rt)dt = 60xin

_9aT(ms)(Al„)2 J A~2 . 
" t*- 0 ' P 

From this calculation we see that if the relaxation takes Dlace with a 

time constant ~ 2 ms, the enerqy injected by the heatinq pulse is 

entirely dissipated. This aqrees with the observation that, averaqed 

over 2 ms, !pv
L is on its basic level after the pulse. If the 

relaxation were slower, the increased plasma resistivity would lead to 

a decreasing plasma current or, at constant Ip, to a rise of V . 

If, on the other hand, the relaxation were faster, energy would be 

transferred to the external circuit. 

The fact that Ip does not collapse indicates that the resis

tivity does not rise sharply with increasinq current density, This 

confirms the findinqs of Section 6.2. If, in contrast, the plasma 

resistance were proportional to the intensity of the low-frequency 

density fluctuations, S(k), Rp would increase by a factor of 3 at 

Alp = 30 kA, 

We now have established the coherent picture that the energy 

reservoir AWL releases its contents with a time constant T = 2 ms. 

We consider the enerqv balance equation: 
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k T k D L T L 

W^ is the total kinetic enerqy content of the plasma, Te is the 

enerqy confinement time (" T.5 to 2 ms), IpVj, is the basic ohmic 

power input which is taken constant, and the last term "describes the 

qradual dissipation of AWL. The chanqe of W^ with respect to the 

basic level tfyfO) = Wfel») is qiven by: 

! -t/T* - t / T e 

awk(t) = Y &wL(1 - e
 c/ )x*e 

with 

v T T J 
e 

In Fig. 6.3, AW^ft) is shown for T/TE = 0.6, 1.0, and 1.5. It is 

seen that for T/TE = 1, which is a qood estimate for our case, the 

maximum value of AW^ is reached at t = ic and is about 0.37 AWL: 

(Model) AWk(max) = 45*10
_9(AT ) 2 J A~2 . (6.8) 

This relation should be checked aqainst the experimentally established 

relation 

ATe(5 mm) - AT^ = 25n*10-
9(Ai ) 2

 ev A
-2 . 

Taking into account the changed profiles of Tg and Tj this relation 

translates to 

AWk(max) = 40x10
_9(Al ) 2 J A-2 . (6.9) 

The aqreement between the results of the simple model (6.8) and the 

experiment (6.9) is satisfactory. 

The next quantity we calculate is the value of Aip for which 

q = 1 is reached in the centre, accordinq to the model. We have 

q(0) = 3 for r = a . 

Since q is proportional to 1-1, with i = j0(a/r0)
2, we find 
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q(0) = 1 for a/r = 1.7 , 

and usinq (6.7) 

AT _ - 36 kA . 
p,crit. 

Por Ap > AIprcrit.
 w e exPect the occurrence of a sawtooth relaxation. 

This effect limi:s further peaking of the i-profile and flattens the 

top of the Te-profile. Furthermore, Alp • 34 kA marks the occur

rence of q(a) = 3. The development of m = 3 MHD modes in the plasma 

boundary may seriously enhance the power loss to the liner and may 

thus cool the plasma. This is observed in many tokamaks. These effects 

are proposed as an explanation for the breakdown of the electron heat

ing in the centre, which occurs for Aip 2: 35 kA. 

6.6 Conclusions concerning the heating pulse experiment 

- The extra current induced on top of the runninq plasma current 

spreads within 5 vs over the entire plasma, due to turbulent pro

cesses. 

- Simultaneously, maqnetic field lines are broken, Dermitting radial 

particle transport. 

- After the current pulse is extracted, a sharpened i-profile has been 

established. 

- The net energy inDut due to the pulse, AW , is stored as MLI . 
L P 

where AL is the increase of the self-inductance of the plasma corre

sponding to the narrowing of the i-profile. 

- The outer plasma zone cools due to an influx of cold olasma and the 

subsequent ionization of hydrogen and impurities. 

- The runaway population is lost, due to the breakage of magnetic 

field lines. 

- The relaxation of the i-profile takes place with a tyoical time T * 

(*sa)2vJ0/n » 2 ms. 

- During the relaxation the ohmic dissipation is enhanced in the 

centre and lowered in the outer plasma. 

- The net extra dissipation is about equal to AWx,. 

- The fluctuation level is increased according to the enhanced drift 

velocity, but the anomalous resistivity remains more or less 

constant. 
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A P P E N D I X 

The channeltron is represented bv the circuit shown in Fiq. Al. 

The idea behind the scheme is that the multiplication process can be 

thouqht of as beinq built up of n discrete steps with multiplication 

(Gain)Vn, Evidently the most exhaustive charqe drain occurs in the 

end of the channel. We state that only the last multiplication step 

suffers from saturation, while the others behave linearlv. The first 

steps are represented bv a resistance RL . The last, saturated step 

is represented by a RC-circuit. Every single cascade is assumed to 

discharqe C completely, so that the total qain is equal to the charqe 

on C, and consequently proportional to V . After a discharqe, re

covery takes place with time constant 

- R1* R2 
R +R 
1 2 

c = 
n-1 
n 

(R +R )C . 
1 2 

It is seen that the actual value of n hardly affects x, as lonq as 

n y> 1. 

The pulse-heiaht distribution of a channeltron is adequately 

approximated by a trianqle {see Fig. A2). The position of its top is 

proportional to v . A decrease of V causes the trianqle to shrink 

with respect to the horizontal direction. Hence, the fraction of the 

pulses that falls beneath the discrimination level (D) increases with 

the decrease of V . The values of T and D were determined experimen

tally. 

?Vi 
d N (quanta) 

d Gain 

1 

JT 

Discrimination level 

i / / / / s 

Kb /KA 

\ / ; \ 
\ / r X / \ ! \ 

\ i \ \ ; \ X 

A 
* \ l\ X. 

i \ X 

Tig. A1. 

RC-circuit representinq 
a channeltron. 

-»• Gain 

D G' G0 

Fig. A2. 

Pulse-heiqht distributions 
of a channeltron used in 
the model: a) unsaturated, 
b) saturated. 
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A P P E N D I X 9 

The self-inductance of the plasma column 

The salf-inductance L is defined by 

bLI2 = ƒ B2/2yQdV . 
vol 

The inteqral should be taken over the volume encompassed bv the sur

face r = a at which the loop voltaqe is measured. The field outside a 

does contribute to the self-inductance, but this term is part of the 

external circuit. 

Consider a current runninq in a channel of width r 0 < a, with 

1(x) = J0*>(x) * = »"/ro 

p(x) = profile function 

I(x) = 2nr^j0 ƒ x*p(x')dx' = 2irr^i0P(x) 

x 

with P(x) = ƒ x'p(x')dx' . 
0 

The t o t a l current I 0 is qiven by 

I 0 = 1 ( 1 ) = 2 i . r 2 i 0 P ( 1 ) . 

Furthermore: B(x) - l(%) 

2*xr o 

For the total amount of field enerqy within the current channel, we 

qet: 

1 * ° P2(1) 0 * 
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where i = 2*R, the circumference of the torus and P (x) denotes 

(P{x))2. Finally, for the internal self-inductance we find: 

L. = ~ l PF with PF = — J — ƒ P2(x)x_Idx . 
1 Z* P2(1) 0 

PF is a profile factor, which does not depend on r0. In Table A.I it 

is listed for some profile functions. The total self-inductance L is 

qiven by Lj olus the coaxial term: 

u 
L = ̂  t(PF + tn — ) . 

TABLE B.1 

P ( x ) PF 

1 0 .25 
1 - x 0 .52 
1 - x2 0 .46 

(1 - x 2 ) 2 0 .61 
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A P P E N D I X C 

We consider a trianqular j - o r o f i l e : 

i ( x ) = B2<1 - Bx) i , 0 < Bx < 1 , * = ï r 8 = J - r 
o a r o 

B = 1 in the basic discharqe. 

The resistivity in the basic discharqe is qiven by: 

If we assume that n is unaltered by the pinchinq of the j-profile, the 

ohmic dissipation is qiven bv: 

WC " WQ ro J 6{J (1 - x) xdx * 

If we take n ~ j ^ ( see Section 6 . 2 ) , the r e l a t i o n takes the form: 

M& 5 (1 - B x ) 5 / 2 

a ü ' ° o (1 - x ) 3 / 2 

In Fiq. C.1 these inteqrals are plotted aqainst B. In the ranqe of 

interest, 1 < B S 1.5, the followinq approximated relation is found: 

• 

W 
-^— * exp[a(B - 1 )] 
Wfl,o 

= i * o(0 - U + 0(a2(B - T)2) , 

with o = 0.8 for n ~ j° 

and a. = 1.4 for n ~ }H . 
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Fig. C l . The normalized ohmic dissipation as a function of the width (r0) of 
the current-density profile, calculated for a trianqular j-profile 
with the assumption n " j (a) and n " j^ (b). 
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A P P F N D I X D 

In this Apoendix a synoDSis is presented of the diagnostics develop

ment I have been involved with. 

In the four-channel analyser PLATO two of the original four 

channeltrons were replaced by surfare-barrier diodes. This modifica

tion allowed the test and aoplication of the hybrid foil method (a 

method to deduce Te from soft X-ray measurements'. The hybrid foil 

method is described in Ref. 1. Results obtained with PLATO are pub

lished in Ref. 2 and in this thesis. 

Two new multichannel soft X-ray diagnostic systems were design

ed and built, one for the TORTHR ITI toka*»ak and one for the SPICA II 

screw-pinch experiment. Roth are so-called pinhole cameras. 

The camera for TORTUR III has a SDatial resolution of 0.5 cm 

and a time resolution of 50 ws in eiqht detection channels. An itera

tive Abel-inversion code has been developed to reconstruct the radial 

X-ray emissivity profile. First results were obtained early in 1985. 

The camera for SPICA II has sixteen detection channels, ar

ranged in a 2*8 matrix. It offers radial resolution in eiqht double 

detection channels, with resolution Ar = 1 cm and a time resolution of 

2 MS. The double channels enable application of the absorber-foil 

method to determine the electron temperature (Te). To that end two 

foil exchangers are mounted in the instrument. 

In both cameras microchannelplates are aoplied as X-rav sensi

tive detectors. A research programme was carried out to investigate 

i) the pulse-heiqht distribution of a 'chevron' (two cascaded micro-

channelolates) as a function of the bias voltages and 

ii) the performance of a chevron subjected to pulsed and continuous 

high intensity. 

For those axoeriments an electron beam facility of controlled 

intensity was built. 

From the- results of the first experiment and from a theoretical 

statistical analysis it was concluded that the typical guasi-qaussian 

oulse-heioht distribution of the chevron is not due to saturation of 

the second pla*e. Instead, the pulse-height distribution of the 
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chevron is a nearly linear magnification of that of the first Dlate 

13]. 
The hiqh countinq rate experiments showed that the recovery of 

a channel that is 'fired* proceeds with an initial fast ohase (tvoical 

time constant Tt * 0.5 ms) to continue slower (T 2 • 5 ms). Generally, 

onlv the slow phase is foun«1 in literature. We have investiqated 

whether lateral currents could be responsible for the fast, partial, 

recovery second plate (as is widely assumed). To that end we measured 

the bulk resistivity (n^) of the channel plates. We found nD = 1010 

Qm, compared to n > 101 Qm specified for Corninq 8161 qlass (the bulk 

material of standard Galileo microchannelplates). This result implies 

that lateral conduction is not neqliqible in a channelplate. It 

cannot, however, account for the observed fast initial recovery [4]. 
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